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Zusammenfass uug: Als 1\'Iaterial fiir die vorliegenclc Veroffent lichung 
\l·urclen die in cler ersten Arbeit') sowie die in den Tabellen l uncl2 angegebenen 
Seismog ram me bcnutzt. 
\Vahrencl die Perioclen cler Vorlaufe r in H erclnahe mit wachse ncler Ent -
fc rnung zunehm e n, ist dies bei Herclentfe rnungen iiber 2000 km im allgeme inen 
nicht m ehr cler Fall. Die T a belle n 3 qncl 4 geben vo rherrs chencle Perioden in 
versehiede nen Phase n fli r g rol3ere H erclentfe rnungen . 
Erclbeben a us bestimmten Epizentralge biete n zeigen in Pasadena fast 
stets den gleichen Anfang (Kompression ocler Dilatation ), uncl zwar meist 
gleichartig in norma len B eben und solchen mit anormal tiefen H erclen 
(Ta belle 5). Es lal3 t dies a uf g leichartige n 1\'Iechanismus schlie l3 en. Ahnliehes 
wurcle friiher flir norrnale Beben a n a nderen Stationen gefunclen . In Alaska.-
l3eben iibenYicge n n orm a lerweise fast a n a llen Stationen cler Erde Kom-
pressione n im Anfang vo n P, so clal3 in cliese n Beben Vertilm lbeweg ungen 
vorzuherrschen scheinen. Theo retisch sollte P P umgekehrt beginnen wie P, 
PeP in H erdclista nzen zwische n etwa 20 o und 75 o gleiehsinnig . Letztcres 
wird clurch Beobachtungen bestatigt (Fig. 2) . D as Verhalten vo n PeP in 
kleinen H erclentfernunge n uncl die Ampli t uden v on PeP hangen von dem 
Verhaltnis cler Dichtc n a n cler J(erng renze a b. Die Ampli t udenbeobach t ungen 
sprechen clafiir , d al3 die Dichte im Kern rn erkli ch grol3er ist a ls im Mantel 
an cle r Kerngrenze. 
U m die Ampli tudenbeobachtungen besser zur Diskuss ion der \ ·Vellen-
gesch wincligk eit im Erdinnern verwenclen zu konnen, wird clas allgemeine 
Vcrhalten von L a ufzeitkurven , cleren Ableit ungen SO \I·ie cler Zusamrnenhang 
clieser vVe rte mit den Amplituclen uncl cler Wellengesch"·inclig keit in cle r Tiefe 
eingehencl cliskutier t . Die Bez iehungen (1 8) bi s (20) geben die " ·ichtigste n 
Ergebnisse dieser Betrachtungen. Die Theori e zeigt "·eiter, clal3 clas A mplituclen-
vcrhitltnis P P I P wesentlich vo n cle r Wellengeschwincligkeit an der H.eflexions-
stelle abhangt. P P soll te im a llge meinen bei Reflexion am ,Sima" schwacher 
scin a ls bei R cflcx ion a m Kontinentalboclen. Der maximale Unterschiecl 
~ so llte in eb1·a 45 ° H e rclentfe rnung a uftreten , wo P P im ersten Falle nur 
et wa 114 cler Amplituclen besitzen soll te a ls im zweiten . Die Beobachtungen 
(vg l. Fig. 6 uncl 7) bestatigen dies . Sie zeigen weiter, clal3 P P- Wellen , die in 
einem Gebiet s iiclli ch de r Galapagos -Inseln reflektiert \\·urden, kontinenta le 
Ampli t uclen zeigen. So lche treten \\·e ite rhin iibera ll bei Reflexionen im 
At la nti sche n uncl Indischen Ozean a uf, so dal3 \\·ir in cliesen Fallen eine 
kontincntale Kruste a nnehmen miissen , cleren Dick e nicht klein gegeniiber 
dcr \Vellenlan ge von et1Ya 20 km sein kann. Im ~ordpo larbecken zeigen die 
meis te n R eflex ionen pazifischen Charakter, \l·a.hrencl Reflexionen in No rd-
. gronland uncl dem anschlie l3 enclen Schelf bei den gleichen Beben kontinentalen 
Charakter besitzen . D emnach scheint im Polarbecken stellem1·eise die kon-
tinentale Krust e ganz zu fehlen ocler minclestens sehr cliinn zu scin. In eine r 
Reihe vo n Fallen, z. B. an den vVestk iisten vo n Mexiko und Kanacla, ist es 
moglich, a uf cliesem \Vcge die Grenze cler Kontinentalschollen festzulegen. 
Messungen von P P P-Ampl ituclen bestatigen die Ergebnisse, die a us P P IP 
abgeleitet wurclen. Das V c rhalt nis P P I P' zeigt die Wirkung des Brennpunktes 
von P'. Die grol3en Am plituclen von PS uncl P PS cntsprechen cler Theorie. 
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Das Ausschen cl er Seismogramme, b~sonde rs der fiir die vc rschiedenen 
Herdentfernungen cha rakteristischen Phase n, 11·ird besprochcn und ins. 
besondere clas Verhalten von P unci S in Seis mogrammcn a us kl cinen H erd· 
entfernungen diskuti c rt . Die scheinbare Fortpflanzungsgeschwindigkcit von P 
wire! a us R egistri erungen dcr gleichcn Bebcn an Stationspaa re n. die etwa 
zo vo neinancler en t fe rnt sind , punkt\\"eisc gefunclcn (I'i g . 13). D as Erge bnis 
spri cht flir ein c im ":\Ian tel von runcl100 km ab stctig mit dc r Tide all\n<chsende 
Wellengesch 11·incligkeit . Da s plotzliche ~-\.n 11·achscn cler . ..\ mplitud cn von P 
in ein er H erde ntfernun g von et \\"a 13 °, die kraftigen p. vVell cn in a llen fo lgenden 
Dist1Lnzen bis tiber 30 °. da s entsprcchencl c Verha!tcn von P P und P P P in 
der doppelte n bz\1". drcifache n Entfernung 11·ide rs pri ch t der Ann ahm e, daB 
in diese m Entfernungs bereich Well en a ufta ucllC"n , die einc l'nstet igkeitsfli.iche 
un te rh alb einer Tick von ;)0 km pass iert ha bcn. 
Endli ch 11·crc!C'n die Wellengeschll·indi gkciten (Fig . 16) unci di e Porsso~. 
sche 1\:onsta.nte im Erclinnern (Tabdl e 27 ) bercchnet. Die Lauhciten, die 
sich flir die beobach tc t en Wellen un te r Zugrundelcg ung dc r Kurn·n in Fig. 16 
erge be n, stimmen g u t mi t den Beobach t unge n iibercin . Die H erdcntfc rnungen 
cler Brennpunktc von \VcllPn durch den :Erdkern e rgc be n sich ri ch t ig, clagegen 
werden a ile derartigen \Ve llen a n den Brennpunkten ct11·a s f riihe r bco bachtet, 
a ls bcrcchnet 11·ird. Die cin zige l"n st et igkcit sfli.ichc c rste r Orclnung im Erd . 
innern, von den obersten 100 km a.bgesehen, ist die Obc rflii,chc des Erd ~ 
kerns, die s ich e rn cut in rund 2\JOO km Tide c rp: ib t. 
I. Introductory. 
In a first paper under t he present t it le1 ) the authors have pres~ 
ented a body of data on travel times. The present paper contains the 
corresponding data on amplitud es, periods, velocities, etc., for bodily 
waves. It is intended to present data on surface waves in a t hird paper. 
II. Seismograms used. 
In what here follows we have used t he seismograms and reports 
listed in the first paper, with additional seismograms of recent shocks 
at Pasadena, its a uxiliary stations , and Huancayo (Table 1). To 
further supplement the data in certain ranges of distance, and in order 
to study certain wave~paths chosen for the information they might 
yield as to the crustal structure of the earth , requests for loan of orig~ 
inal seismograms or copies were sent to selected stations. As on pre~ ' 
vious occasions, the response to these requests has been highly satis-
factory. We wish to express our deep indebtedness to the directors of 
the various stations who have made these records available t o us. A 
list of the seismograms used appears in Table 2, except for a few cases 
which are li sted in the last column of Table l. 
Serial numbers have been attached to the Yariou s shocks studied. 
....., 
~ 
·• 
No. 
10!l 
110 
lll 
112 
113 
114 
]];; 
][lj 
117 
118 
ll!J 
120 
121 
122 
]23 
124 
125 
J2(i 
] 27 
128 
J2!J 
1:30 
1:31 
132 
Da.te of shod;. 
1!J:3l Oct . 
19:32 .Jul_v 7 
1!):32 July 12 
l\):31 
1D33 
l\)33 
Hl33 
HJ31 
1!J:33 
1!J33 
1!)34 
Hl27 
1 \!:3:3 
1\!33 
1\! :3:3 
1!J33 
] \);:);:) 
1934 
1\!34 
Hl34 
]!)34 
1!)34 
1!J34 
HJ34 
Jan . 
Apri l 
April 
2 
!) 
!J 
Jul y 22 
Jul y 20 
Jul y 24 
Sept. !) 
Mn.rch !) 
l\Iay 22 
~ov. l!J 
Dee. 2 
De e. 12 
Dec . 1::3 
Dee. HJ 
,Jan . 28 
.hn. 31 
Feb. 3 
F e b. 24 
]\'larch 4 
March 13 
March 24 
Tabk I. 
Origin Lime Heg ion 
1~11 '~~m:~~~~~ Lo11·cr C a,l if?m i<e 
Hi ] :> 3l> s C:u lf of C1thfor 111<t 
1!J 24 01 , C:ulf of Califom in, 
O!J 48 5() 
o3 :;8 08 
21 03 Hl 
20 55 .IU 
08 30 20 
18 5:) 38 
21 20 03 
]] 4() lli 
22 32 .1\ 
03 11 18 
20 04 57 
14 ll 12 
21 2:3 3\l 
17 48 25 
l!J JO 04 
JO Oli :32 
14 33 o;; 
OU 23 ::37 
ou 55 ou 
13 11 ;;o 
12 04 2U 
Off Mexi co 
Off Mex ico 
Off l\'lexic;o 
A leutian ls . 
N ear Sanwn. 
Nca r i:lanwa 
New Hebridt·s 
New Zen.!a. JJd 
K ltllSll 
New Hebrides 
S. of l<'a,lkl a nd b . 
His1n<1rck 1s. 
Mexi co 
Baffin Bay 
Mexi co 
SW. of Srtmoa 
Bis marck l s . 
J\'LtriaHnc ls. 
Ne11 Ht·bridcs 
Solomon I s . 
i:lolomon l s . 
*) Pa. = Pasadena. Hu. = HmtH cayo (l'vru). 
Va .. 
;) 
7 
I l I ~ 
18 \ ~ 
]\)'1 
, .) 
1\J'I··I 
·,w \~ 
71 
7 J 
8+ 
!Hi 
!)!) 
1\7 
102 
!J2 
20 
+li 
24 
72 
!)4 
~4-, ~ 
8(i 
~(j ~~ 
l:>7'i I 
Di s tan ce in dl'grces fro m *) 
Hu. [ other s tatio ns 
102 
112 
!J4 \~ 
112 
<}!, 
l2!J )~ 
40 J/ ~ 
38 
\)(j 
1::30 
];:)!) 
1lli 
ll!J 
Tinc1nrdw .. ~J 0 
Sec tab le l :"i 
i:lt-e tab\t· lG 
s,.,. tn.blt· liJ 
Mt. 1..Vil son 72 ° 
0 
=' 
< ~ 
<: 
"' w 
l'>!l 
C/:) 
C;:) 
No. Date of shock Ori g in time 
I :1 :{ 
I 
HJ34 Apri l I:i 22 1 :i oss 
1:1+ l \J34 
.iVIa:v ..J. 0~ 3() 02 
1:1;) 1934 lVL<y I :1 1:1 11 ;;o 
13 () 1934 .) ul v 2X 21 3(; 5;) 
J :n 1!1:14 J LIIH' I ~ ()!) 13 44 
1:1x l \J34 M:ty l ..J. 22 12 4G 
139 1934 iVI"ay I !J .10 47 :14 
] .HJ 1!)34 Ju ly IR 0 1 3(i 17 
I ..J. I 1!):14 ,July 2 J J(J 39 00 
1+2 J!J:H Sept. I :i OG ;)(j :)!) 
l43 1\J34 .Tune 2 13 +2 33 
14-J. 1!l34 Aug. 3 1 O:i 02 44 
14;) 1!134 ,)U IH ' !l 13 ;;s 43 
141i l !l34 .lt ll ll' 1:1 22 10 23 
1.47 l !l34 .] uiv IS 1!l 40 IS 
14 8 1!l34 ,Jul y 2 1 Of\ 18 l :1 
I ..J.!J Hl34 A ug. 7 03 40 07 
l (i() l !l34 Oet. 2fi 17 l l 02 
1 :) ] 1!132 Oct. lti 12 OS 00 
1:i2 l\l34 i\o v . i) 2 ~1 02 22 
1:3:1 l!J34 D ee . 3 02 :38 20 
1:14 1!134 1\ov . :10 02 0:) ]!) 
I :i:i 1928 iVIan·h 22 0+ J(j :)\) 
J:"i(i J\l32 D l'l' . 2 1 10 10 11 
1:i7 1934 .iVI>trr h 12 l !) 20 13 
158 Hl34 Ma rch 12 15 02 42 
159 1933 May 8 10 33 40 
l JGO 1933 J a n. 27 22 3 6 40 
Table ( cont inued). 
Di stan r c in d cg rl'l'S from*) 
Pa.. I Hu. 1 o t her s t at ion s 
H l'g ion 
Off Phi l ippinPs 10() I :ii 
Abs lm 33 ~ ~ !12 Sl'c t.abll' l :i 
11is m:tn·k Ts. !l2 
Ala.s ka :14 ~~ !);) 
A l:t~krt :14 
Al<tsk<t :1:1 T inl'ma.lm :10 ~ ~ 
Cua.tc m;c\;t 3 1 :10 ~ · ~ T in rn1a ha. :1:1' ~ 
Pa.na. rna. 42 2 1 
J>a.na.rnn. ~2 2 1 
\ IC' x ir-o 17 I ~ +:11 :, Sr•r· Ia IJ ir· I :i 
l cl' ln.nd (i3 x-
' I 
Thffin lh)· 41i S:i 
H is m<trek h . !lii I :1 :1 I ~ 
lh lu c·hi s t.a n I 17 
San t <t Cru7, Is . S..J. ~ ~ 11 4 
Sant;c C ru z Is. S4 ~ ~ 11 4 
S<tnt.a C r11 z fs. 84 ~~ 
S . uf . . J:tp:ut sn 
Alask<t 3:) ~ ~ 
All'ut ia.n Is. H IO:i l3l'rkl' ll'\' :1!) ~ ~ 
Ho nd u ras :1+ 28 ~ i 
\l r xir·o l s ~ ~ +:1 S cr l:t b lc Iii 
:lkxil'o 
I :\ 1•vada ti4 :; ·, Ut<tl·. (i..J. 
I U tah (i4 
Me xi co :3 8 Y:, / .·~~ Non.r s ~'\.n"l O f\.. ''--...:......:._=-. ·~- ~ --->I.e - ·.:...:....=.:___.__._ .. 98 
·~ (X! 
,;:.. 
to 
0 
<= 
~ 
"' = CJ' 
"' ~ 
"' ~ 
0 
1-Tj 
td 
0 
:::;-
..... 
" 
"" 
] til 1 u:Ja .) ;e n. 7 0-1-il (l(jlll :J:!• Off 1wrtlll' r n J;cpa.lt J3u 
lli2 l !J3iJ .Jn.n. -l Ul 2-1, :l:) Bo n in l s . 14U 
] (i3 l!J 33 ,);til, 4 03 5!) 2S Alas ka !J J \~ 
lli-1- J!J32 Dee.· 3 1 Uti 3U -1,7 Off Zul ul n.11 d l Ull' ! 
luG 1 !)33 ~Lty (i OG :33.:) Off l'a11:tnta 1 !) ~ ~ 
l(i(j 1!)33 A pril 1 !J Ul 4G 44 ~- i'a<' ifi e ~~ :)2 
I til l!J33 ,Ju l.v 2 1 :w ( l(i -1-1 f:> . At.lrt ll t ie G~ 
lUS 1!)33 Nov . 2 L 23 -1-S 32 l'anallla 22 
1(i!J l\! 31 .Ja 11. 1:) Ul :) () :3u ~lexi eu 21 H o nolulu 5~ 0 
1/() HJ32 J Ulll' 2 JlJ :l\i .:) ~lcx i <.;u H ono lulu 5U 0 
171 1!132 .JuLy 2:) ()!I 12.2 Mex i<ou H o 11 ululu GU 0 
172 1!!32 ,) un u 22 12 G!J.3 Mcxi<:u .I-Io11 olulu 50 ° 0 
113 .I!J34 D<'c. 17 
"' 
;)2 :J2 13is llla.rck L ~ . 13-1, 
'" 17-1-· l !J34 Dee. Hi Ul :)7 :J2 Tibet "' Hili ;;;· 
17:) I !J34 Del:. 3\J I;; !)2 U-l Lo wer Ca.lifur nia :'iS c; · 
I /ti 1!)34 Del:. 31 I ~ -1- :i 42 Lower Ca.liforlli :L 5~ ; 177 1!134 Dee. 22 14 2D ~~ ± N ica.retg un. 24 ~~ ~ 
l7S l!J34 Se pt . 2() ()7 27 1::> C:l' ll t ra.l At lallt.ie J :'i "' 
"' 1 I!J 1 !)3-1- ~ lay G H :.l2.!:i J\t·ll· Zl:a i<L nd !I:) 
l ::>U [!134 ~ln rd1 7 22 -1- 1 H :\W. J\icarag u:t 3-1-' ~ ~~ ~~ 
1::> 1 1!! 3-1- .Feb. 2::> 1-l 2 L 23 Bis nl<trl:k I s . J :;o 
1::>2 1 !!34 April !) Iii 2!J 24 ~E. Pacifi c 7:3 32 )~ 
JS3 1!!34 Feb. 2U U:.l 1::> 44 W. of Uai<L]Ht.gus .Ls. J I \ ·~ 3 1 \2 
1::>4 l !J34 ~l<tr ch 1 ii ] () 4ti.7 New Zeala nd !)5 
l~;"j l!J2/ Od. 24 1:) :')!) 51 Alaskt2) 
I 
*) J>a. = Pasadcn:J.. Hu. = Hurtr1eayo (.l:'eru). l~ (X) 
C,J1 
T a ble 1 (con t inued). 
No. II Date of shock · Origin t im e I R-egion I Distance in deg rees from*) L~ (X) Pa. I Hu . I other st:ttio ns """ l ~:~ 
I 
1934 April l :) 22 15 OS • Off Philippi Jl ('S 106 
I 
IG7 
134 1934 .May 4 04 3G 02 Alask a 33 ~ !l2 I SPC' table' Hi 
13G 1934 May 13 1:1 ll :)0 Hi sma rck Ts . 92 
l 3G 1934 .) ul y 28 21 ~G 55 Alask a 34 y, !):) 
1:37 1934 .June 1S O!l 13 44 Alaska 34 
138 1!)34 iVLty 14 22 12 46 Alas ka. :13 Ti•w ma hn :w ~~ 
13!l 1934 May 1!l 10 47 34 C uatc ma la. 31 30 ~ ~ Ti li P •naha :1 ~ ' ~ 0::1 
140 1034 .Tnly 18 0 1 3G 17 Pana nm 42 21 Q 
141 1934 .T ul y 21 10 3!l 00 P a na ma 42 21 " "" ,., 142 1034 Sl·pt. I:) OG 5G ;;o MC' x ico 17 ~~ +3 · ~ SPP t . ~t hl " 1:> :::> o-143 l!l34 Jun e 2 13 42 3~ l ee land ()3 87 0) .., 
OQ 144 1934 A ug. 31 05 02 44 Baffin Bay 4() s;; 
:>J 145 1!l34 .Tun <' !) 1:1 ;;s 43 B is ma rck I s . !Jii 133 · ~ :::> 0.. 14() 1034 .Tunc 13 22 10 23 Ba lu chi stan 11 7 9 1.47 1934 July 1S 10 40 1S Santa Cru z Ts. S4 j~ ll 4 1-,j 148 1934 .T ul y 2.1 0() 18 13 Santa Cru z l s . 84 Y~ 114 
149 1934 Au g. 7 03 40 07 Santa Cru z I s . S4 ~~ ?::I (; l(iO 1034 Oct. 2G 17 ll 02 S . of .Japa n 89 o-,.,. 
151 l!l32 Oct . ] (i 12 OS 00 Alaska 35 ~~ 0 ..., 
152 1034 Nov . 5 2:3 02 22 Ale ut ia n b. H 105 BcrkC' i<·.v 30 ~ ~ 
153 1934 Dec . 3 02 38 20 H onduras 34 28 ~ 
154 1934 Nov. 30 02 05 10 l\!C'x ico 18 ~~ 43 I Sec ta ble 15 
155 192S Ma.r ch 22 04 16 59 l\lcx i co 
15() 1!l32 Dec . 21 10 10 ll Nevada (i4 y, 
157 1934 Ma rch 12 I!l 20 13 Uta !· G4 
15S 1034 Ma rch 12 15 02 42 Utah 64 
159 1933 May s 10 33 40 Mexico 38 y, 
Jr.O J!l33 .Ta n . 27 22 3G 40 NC' <Lr: Snn1 oa. 9 :1 
1lil 1\:!33 Jan. 7 04 11 06m 32• Off norLhern Japan 13li 
162 1933 Jan. 4 01 24 35 Bonin Is. 140 
163 1933 Jan. 4 03 59 28 Alaska !Jl ~j 
lu4 1932 Dee. · 31 Oli 30 47 Off Zulubwd lUO )j 
lli5 1933 May (j 05 33.5 Off Pananm 1 \) ~~ 
Iuu 1933 April 19 01 45 44 S. Pacifie 87 ;)2 
lli7 1933 July 21 20 ou 47 S. Atlantic 58 
IUS 1933 Nov. 21 23 48 32 PanattHL 22 
1 li!J 1931 Jan. 15 01 50 3u Mex ico 27 Honolulu 58 o 
170 1932 June 2 lU :36 .5 Mex ico Honolulu 50 ° 
171 1932 July 25 ou 12.2 Mex ico Honolulu 50 ° 
172 1932 June 22 12 :)\:! .3 Me x ico Honolulu 50 ° 0 
173 1934 Dec. 17 15 52 32 Bisnmrck h. 134 Vl 
"' 174 1934 Dee. 15 Ol :37 32 Tibe t 15li ~· 
175 1\:!34 De<.:. 30 13 52 04 Low<.:r Ca lifornin, 58 ;:;· 
17(j 1934 De<.:. 31 18 45 42 Lower Califomia 58 ~ 
"' 177 1934 Dec. 22 14 2!)~~ ± Nica ragua, 24 ~~ "' < 
178 1U34 Sept. 26 07 27 18 Ce ntra l AtlanLi<.: 45 
,.,
iJ.' 
17\) 1034 Ma.y 5 14 32.5 New Zealaml !) :") 
180 Hl34 Marelt 7 22 41 44 NW. Nie:uag ua 34 \~ znj 
181 1U34 .Feb. 28 14 21 23 l3is rnn,rck Is. 130 
182 1U34 April !) 15 2\:! 24 SK Pacific 73 32 ~ 
183 1934 Feb. 20 03 18 44 W. of Galapagos Is. 4q~ 31 Y2 
184 1!)34 Mn.rch 15 lU 4u.7 New Zealand 95 
185 1\)27 Oct. 24 15 5\) 51 Alaska2 ) 
*) Pa. = Pasadena. Hu. = Huancn.yo (Peru). l-:l ():) 
<:.J1 
, 
:'-Jo. JI lkg io n I 
I Texas Cit 22 1.'1 lS i :H 
:1 i\[rx ico Ot ~!) ~i :Sa :)31 ~ 
(i Mcx i('o C' i 2 R 1 ~ Ot ~~7 ~~ 
11 Ahslm Ch +8 Ho 40 
I :1 Ha11·:t ii V i :1S 
2:1 Off N'<'ll ' 'Fot 1ncl ld. V i 4f> 
2+ Colonthi n. Lz 2:i 1.1 La 4:) ~~ 
2:i l '~euador L;-; I s I ~. L:t :ls 
27 Peru L ,. I :i L:t :1 -1 
2!1 1\..arn chatkn. l k :m ~" 
:l2 N. Atlant ic s.J 42 1 ~ ss 1 ;) I ~ 
:l4 vV. of l•;ash· r I. He M Vi 7r> 
:1:i CC' ntr. At lantir· S .J ;j (i '.1'!' (j(i I ~ 
:17 Pcr11 L:t 24 1', 
40 ;"\!, C' hil .. W" !J:JI ~ Cr !l:ll ~ 
42 Cl'ntr. At I a nt ie RS (j() 
44 .f:qmn Ho :i2 
4(i East At.lantir· s.J 47 ss :) j I ~ 
4S Chill' We S:i 1 ~ 
4\l Chil l· \V(' s:l Lz 17 ~~ 
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From 1 to 108 these are t he numbers of Table 1 of the first paper; from 
109 to 185 they are assigned t o additional shocks given in Table 1 of 
the present paper. Table 1 and Table 2 also show epicentral distances 
for all seismograms not used in th e first paper. 
III. Statistical survey of periods. 
There already exists in t he literature a considerable body of data 
on the prevailing periods recorded for various phases. The present 
investigation has supplied a very large number of addit ional measure-
ments. Periods for P, PP, P' , S, PKS, and SS have been measured 
on all seismograms of t he Sumatra and Solomon Islands earthquakes. 
Many other measurements have been made on the Pasadena and Huan-
cayo seismograms of the other shocks used. These data are summarized 
in Table 3, in which have also been incorporated the results of H. So:vr-
MER2) on the Alaskan shock of 1927, and of B YERLY on t he Texas3) 
and Montana4) shocks. The tabulation gives for each case those periods 
which clearly prevail, being found more frequently than other periods 
for the same phase. Exceptionally well indicated prevailing periods are 
marked " !"; where a wide band of periods is indicated without evident 
distinction , this is indicated by giving a range, as 6-8. In Table 4 are 
given the corresponding results for P and S as derived from the pub-
lished bulletins of several stations in recent years. If it is desired to 
supplement these two tabulations with the results of earlier investi-
gations, reference may be made to Handbuch der Geophysik 
The tabulated data do not include results from the first 2000 km. 
At these very short distances it is found t hat t here is a regular in-
crease in period with dist ance, for both P and S , up to about 2000 km. 
The corresponding data for the region of Pasadena, with a summary 
of other published results, will be found in a forthcoming publication 
by one of us5). Beyond 2000 km. the data for the present tabulations 
show in general no marked effect of distance; where such effects exist, 
they will be pointed out in t he discussion which now follows. 
The selection of period s for measurements is unavoidably affected 
by the constants of the instruments. Those commonly in use tend to 
accentuat e t he long periods; while those in service at Pasadena are 
particularly sensit ive to short periods. A clear picture of the true sit -
uation can best be had by combining t hese two groups of data. In 
general, periods of 2 seconds or less are recorded in teleseisms only in 
the longit udinal waves (P, PP, P', etc.). 
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Table 3. Dominant periods of bodil y \\'aves. 
Shoc-k 
II 
Phase 
p I P' cliffr ·I P' I pp I 8 I 8KP I 88 
!Sumatra Febr. 1931 11 4! 6-8 l-5 8-9 4 9! 10!(9 - 11) 8! 28- 32 
Sumatra Sept. 193111 6-9 2! G 8 7-9! 8-9 2-8 23-32 
ISolomo n I s . 193 1 I 1- 3! 8 2! 5- 6 2 5 10 5-8 4 9-11 8!-10 23- 30 60 
Solomon aftershock , 1' 
Texas 1931 
:r 
2 5-8!1 7-9! 8-11 15 I 
Alaska 1927 -! - 6! ~ 6-8 12- 14 14- 18 
Montana 192;5 3' 4! 
Station 
Pasadena 
Huancayo 
l - 3! 
6- 8 1
(2-5) 13- -! 
, (5) 6- 8 1
5-12 II 
12! 
Table 4. Dominant periods of P- and S-waves. 
II R ~ ;~~7;~v I Cartuja I Barcelona I Jen a I )Janking I Gottingen I La Paz 1932 / 33 1931 / 33 1931 / 33 1932/ 34 1931 / 33 1932 / 33 
p 
ll 
2- 4 -! - 6 
I 
4- 6 
I 
2 4 8 I 3-4 I 
3 
I 
2 6 
s 5- 8 7- 9 8 8-U I 7 7- 10 8 12 
In the P phase short periods (1-3 sec .) are very frequent under 
practically all circumstances; periods of 6- 8 sec. also are often ob-
served . Longer periods occur; at Pasadena there are a number of ob-
servations of periods of 10 sec ., at distances less than 30 ° In the large 
Solomon Islands shock, for which the transverse waves usually show 
quite long periods, the longitudinal waves show periods only up to 
about 15 seconds; while in the Sumatra shocks, periods of as much 
as 21 seconds have been measured for P. 
The diffracted P', which is found at less t han the focal distance 
(142 °), is distinguished by marked prevalence of exceptionally short 
periods (1 - 2 sec.) . Periods of 5- 6 seconds are also commonly ob-
served. In the true P', beyond 142 °, short periods are much less com-
mon; the most usual periods are 8-10 seconds, with a number of 
cases about 5 seconds and comparatively few about 2 seconds. 
The observed periods of P P are in general slightly longer than 
those for P. In t he Solomon Islands shock periods of 20 seconds and 
over were found at 115 ° and beyond. As observed at Pasadena, P' P' 
generally shows periods of about 3- 5 sec. 
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The periods of S are in general slightly less than double the periods 
of P ; this is in agreement with earlier findings. Periods of 30 seconds, 
or even longer, are occasionally observed. At Pasadena the longer 
periods are especially noticeable on seismograms from about 50°, 
about 75 °, and about 95°. 
The periods of Sf{ P agree mo.re nearly with those of P P than with 
those of S. 
SS and SSS (also, occasionally, P PS and SJ(SP) , show very 
long periods. Those for SS are most commonly from 1/ 1 to Yz minute; 
in the Solomon Islands shock , at twelve stations distant over 130°, 
periods of about one minute have been observed. In the Japanese 
earthquake of March 2, 1933, SS was recorded at Pasadena with a 
period of well over a minute. Cases of this kind have on a number of 
occasions led various authors to a mistaken identification of these 
large, long-period waves with L . 
IV. Compressions and dilatations. 
The Sumatra shocks of 1931 are recorded with sharp first motion 
at many stations, so t hat it is possible to investigate the geographical 
distribution of initial compressions and dilatations. At all stations 
where the nature of the first motion can be determined for both shocks, 
it proves to be the same in both cases. The results are presented in 
Fig. l. The distribution of stations for which these data are available 
is such that any conclusion is rather doubt ful; but if it is desired to 
represent the conditions in a simple way, it is clear that a great circle 
passing approximately northwest-southeast t hrough the epicenter will 
separate most of the points where compression is observed from most 
of those giving a dilatation. 
The nature of the first motion at Pasadena for shocks studied in 
t hese papers has also been determined . There is clear indication of a 
geographical distribution of shocks showing initial compression and 
initial dilatation at Pasadena. This will appear from Table 5, which 
includes determinations for a number of additional shocks not other-
wise used , especially deep focus earthquakes. 
The most important result of the tabulation is that the deep-focus 
shocks clearly show the geographical distribution for recorded initial 
compressions and dilatations. ·where a comparison is possible, the 
distribution is the same for deep focus shocks as for normal shocks in 
the same regions. It should be noted that the data arc in general better 
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for deep focus shocks than for normal ones, on account ot the more 
freq uent registration of sharp i P, especially in the vertical compo-
nent. Only those normal shocks have been used for wh ich the nature 
of the init ial motion was perfectly clear. 
Fig. l. Compressions (crosses) and dilatations (circles) observed for t he Sumatra 
shocks of 1931. 
It will be observed that we record almost exclusively dilatations 
from the Pacific region of South America. The line in the table reading 
"Central America, etc.", includes shocks in Northern South America, 
Central America proper, and Mexico east of the meridian of 105 o; 
these shocks nearly all record wit h initial compressions. Th e next 
group of shocks, from northwestern Mexico (west of 105 °), gives dila-
tations. Shocks within a few degrees of Pasadena show both compres-
sions and dilatations; these are not listed. 
From Alaska and the Aleutian Islands we have mostly dilatations. 
One of the two exceptional compressions is the shock of Feb. 22, 1935, 
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Table 5. 
Compressions and dil atat ions at Pasadena 1931 - 1934. 
Location Normal shocks Deep focus shocks 
Comp. Dilat. Comp. I Dilat. 
South America (Pacific coast) 1 3 0 15 
Central America, etc. 15 l 
North western Mex ico 0 3 
Alaska and Aleutian I s .. 2 10 
Kamchatka, Kurile Is. 3 1 
Manchuria 4 0 
Japan 2 2 0 2 
Bonin I s . 4 1 
Marianne Is. 0 2 1 1 
Polynesia (except Samoa) 20 1 10 2 
Samoan region 
' 
0 2 1 4 
Hawaii. 0 
Easter Island region l 
Phili ppines . 0 
Celebes Sea 0 0 1 
Baffin Bay . 3 0 
Central Asia (A ltai). 2 0 
at about 52 ° N., 176 o E.; this is so far west that it may belong to the 
Asiatic group of shocks giving compressions. 
The next few lines of the table show that from the western side 
of the Pacific (Asia and Polynesia) we record principally compressions. 
The exceptional dilatations occur most frequently on the oceanic mar-
gin of the earthquake belt; the Samoan region is a well marked case 
of this kind. One of t he deep focus shocks showing dilatation, listed 
with the Polynesian group, occurred at about ll 0 S., 170 ° E. , which 
is also within t he marginal area. 
There appears to be a tendency for large shocks to be exceptional. 
Thus, the only compression recorded from the Pacific region of South 
America is the large Iquique shock of Feb. 23, 1933. Also, one of the 
few dilatations from the Asiatic region is the great Japanese shock 
of March 2, 1933; its aftershocks, particularly the large one on June 18, 
gave initial compression . This was true at Uccle as well as at Pasadena. 
Another case of this kind is the large Alaskan shock of April 27, 1933, 
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which gave an exceptional compression, at Pasadena; however, it was 
not exceptional at 1Jccle, where shocks in this region regularly give 
compressions. This shock was remarkable for the unusually large number 
of aftershocks recorded at Pasadena . An opposite case is the shock 
of May 4, 1934, in the same region, which was not exceptional at Pa-
sadena, showing a large , sharp dilatation, but recorded exceptionally 
(dilatation) at Uccle. The following stations recorded an initial dila-
tation for this shock , and an initial compression for the Alaskan shock 
of July 28, 1394: Upsala, Abisko, Helsingfors, Uccle, Hamburg, Kew, 
Trieste, Wien, Zi-ka-wei, Chiufeng, Vladivostok, Washington. The first 
three were determined from original seismograms; the other data are 
from station bulletins. On May· 4 dilatations were also recorded at 
Honolulu and Chicago (original), and at La Paz, Harvard , Tortosa, 
Gottingen, Firenze, Zagreb , and Nanking (reports). Cart uj a reports 
a compressiOn. 
Two other exceptional cases deserve special notice. One of these 
is the Central American shock of Dec. 24, 1934, at 1411 ; the dilatation 
recorded at Pasadena is very clear. The other is that of 1933, August5, 
011 , in the Solomon Islands, which also gives a clear dilatation from 
a region characterized by compressions. The other exceptional dila-
tations in the same region are deep focus shocks ; one of these orig-
inated near the normal shock just mentioned, while the other is that 
previously referred to as probably belonging to the marginal group of 
dilatations. 
The geographical distribution of recorded initial dilatations and 
compressions from single earthquakes has been investigated by many 
authors; t he earliest publications were by S. NAKAMURA, K. SuDA, 
A. lMAMURA6) , and P. BYERLY4 ) . Such investigations throw light on 
the mechanism of individual shocks. The credit of pointing out that 
a geographical distribution also exists for earthquakes giving com-
pression and dilatation at a given station belongs to E. GHERZI, who 
published data establishing this from the records at Zi-ka-wei, in 
1923i ). Similar results ·were then found at Uccle by 0. SoMVILLEs). 
The importance of this phenomenon, when supported by the data of 
stations in different parts of the world, consists in est ablishing that 
mechanisms of the same character, and operating in the same diree-
t ion, must continue to produce earthquakes in the same regions over 
long periods of time. It is particularly surprising to find, as Table 5 
clearly shows, t hat t he deep focus shocks show a geographical clistri-
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bution for compressions and dilatations, which in general agrees with 
that for normal shocks. 
The Alaskan and Aleutian shocks, although at normal depth, are 
favorable cases for study, on account of their situation, which results 
in good seismograms in practically all azimuths. Comparison of the 
station bulletins for recent years shows th at most of these shocks have 
recorded with initial compressions at practically all stations. In these 
cases the seven stations in southern California are exceptional in regu-
larly recording initial dilatations. In his first publications7) GHERZI 
reported t hat shocks from this region regularly give dilatations at 
Zi-ka-wei. This continues to be evident in the bulletins of that station 
down to t he end of 1929. There ·were no large shocks in the region during 
1930 and 1931. The Zi-ka->vei bulletins give only one case for 1932, 
which is also a dilatation; but six of the seven shocks in Alaska and 
the Aleutian I slands during 1933, 1934, and 1935 so far as available, 
for which the data are given from Zi-ka-wei, have recorded there with 
initial compressions. The exceptional case is t hat of lVIay 4, 1934, al-
ready mentioned as having given exceptional dilatations everywhere 
(and the usual dilatation at Pasadena ). 
Some of the uncertaint ies in interpreting such data are due to the 
frequent registration of a small e p followed by a large i p of opposite 
character. In such cases GHERZI states that he has regularly used the 
iP; whereas the Pasadena measurements in similar circumstances 
always refer to e P. A case of this type is t he Alaskan shock of October 24, 
1927, investigated by H. SoMMER2). Initial dilatation was found at 
most stations in all azimuths ; but on the seismograms at Pullwvo and 
Leningrad , reproduced in the publication , there is clearly an emergent 
compression preceding the large dilatational i P. Unfortunately, the 
Pasadena seismograms did not suffice to establish the nature of the 
first motion . 
From the general agreement in all azimuths, it seems that the 
principal movement in these Alaskan shocks must be vertical. In most 
cases, where compressions are generally recorded, this movement 
should be downward at the origin. The recorded dilatation in Southern 
California indicat es that there may also be some horizontal displace-
ment. 
Since all these problems, especially that of the connection between 
normal and deep focus shocks, are of very considerable interest, the 
recent suggestion of IsHDIOTO that all stations should report the nature 
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of initial motion is very commendable. However, great caution is re-
quired in this matter. The suggestion of GHERZI, at the International 
Congress of 1925, that e, cl (for compression and dilatation) should be 
used in stead of + and - , has been adopted at Pasadena; it eliminates 
possible confusion between the motion of the inertia mass and that 
of the ground, which is a frequent source of error. Such data sho~.lld 
be given only when there is little doubt as to the direction of the first 
wave; otherwise, on small or disturbed seismograms, the wave measured 
may be a large impulse following, and opposite to, a small emergent 
beginning. The relatively small number of cases given for Pasadena 
in Table 5 is due to this precaution. 
In a limited number of cases, results of theoretical value may be 
obtained by comparing the nature (compression or dilatation) of the 
first recorded mot ion of P with t hat of reflected longitudinal waves 
such as P P and PeP on t he same seismogram. Opportunities of this 
kind are not frequent, since the beginning of the later phase is not 
always sharp, and is likely to be confused by earlier motion. If the 
later phase corresponds to a ray which left the hypocenter in a direction 
not greatly different from that of P, the comparison affords a test of 
the t heory of reflection of longitudinal waves at a discontinuity. This 
· condition is fulfilled by P P and PeP , if the distance is not too small. 
The theory has been worked out by K NOTT13• 14), ZoEPPRITz11 ), 
and JEFFREYS10). In t he following discussion we shall assume the 
amplitude of the incident longitudinal wave to be Ai = 1 ; the am-
plitude of the reflected longitudinal wave is Ar. As has been done in 
Handbuch der Geophysik, vol. 4':'), the convention as to sign differs 
from that used by ZoEPPRITZ, so that A,. is positive vvhen there is no 
change of phase on reflection, and negative when the change of phase 
occurs. 
For grazing incidence (i = 90°), Ar = - 1. This general result is 
independent of the elastic constants and densities of the two media. 
For vertical incidence (i = 0) , for all cases 
A _e2V2 - e1V1 
,. - e2 V2 + e1 Vr' 
where fiv vl are t he density and velocity of longitudinal waves in the 
*) Attention is directed to the following misprints on p. 4;3 of this 
volume 4: In (115} the last terms of t he third and fourth eq uations should 
co nta in cos 2 i2 and sin 2 i2 in place of cos i 2 and sin i2 • In (117) t he deno min ator 
off shou ld contain cos i" instead of cos 2 i 2• 
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medium in which the waves are incident, and e2, v2 are the correspond-
ing quantities for the other medium. This relation is independent of 
the velocity of transverse waves in either medium. Thus for vertical 
incidence there is always a change of phase if e2 v2 < el v1' no change 
of phase if 1?2 v2 > th v 1' and no reflected longitudinal wave if 1?2 v2 
= ·e1 vl. 
In the cases of P P, p P, and P' P' , where the reflection takes place 
at the surface of the earth, we have fh = 0. Vle then have Ar = -1 
for both grazing and vertical incidence. The behaviour at intermediate 
angles depends only on PorssoN's ratio a. For a = 0.27, A,. is negative 
for all angles of incidence9 ' 12); in this case PP should always begin 
with initial motion opposite to that of P, except in cases of peculiar 
mechanism at the focus. According to JEFFREYs10), for a= 0.25, A, 
is still negative for most angles of incidence; but it has two zeros 
at i = 77.4 ° and i = 60 °, which occur only very close to the epicenter. 
Between these limits A,. rises to a maximum of + 0.058. 
Observations for comparison with these results are very scanty; 
the beginning of P P is almost always confused by other motion, so 
that conclusions are difficult. See Figs. 4, 5 and 9-11. 
In deep focus shocks it is possible to compare the initial motion 
of the recorded p P with that of P; but it must then be remembered 
that the corresponding rays usually start in very different directions 
from the hypocenter, so that one may start as a compression while the 
other starts as a dilatation. In this case, since p P changes phase at 
the reflection, p P and P should show parallel initial motion on the 
seismograms. In the few good instances of deep focus shocks with 
sharp P and p P as recorded at Pasadena, this appears to be the case. 
P' P' starts at an angle of nearly 45 o to P, so that the relation bet-
ween the two waves must be much affected by the mechanism. 
In the case o( PeP , the ratio of reflected to incident waves can 
be calculated from the formulas given by ZoEPPRITZ for the case when 
the velocity of transverse waves is zero in the second medium. The 
other velocities at the discontinuity can be given the values found in 
the present paper. It is necessary to make a further assumption as to 
the ratio of the densities. The two extreme ·permissible assumptions 
are fh = {h and e2 = 2 I?!· (See Handbuch der Geophysik 2. 462ff.) . 
The results for i = 0 depend only on the ratio e2 V2/e1 V1 , and 
consequently are independent of assumptions as to the liquid nature 
of the core. For equal densities , A, is then about- 1/ 4 (change of phase); 
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in the other extreme A,. is about + 0.1 (no change 
of phase), for vertical incidence. 
Introducing the further assumptions, and exam-
ining the case of equal densities, we find that A,. 
increases with increasing angle i, passes through zero 
between i = 30 ° and i = 40 ° (Ll about 30°), has a 
maximum of about + 1/ 4 near i= 60° (Ll about 55 °), · 
is again zero near i = 80 °, and decreases rapidly to 
- 1 at grazing incidence. 
For Q2 = 2 Q1 , Ar remains pos1t1ve up to about 
i = 85°; there is still a maximum about i = 60 °, 
where A,. is almost + }2 . Approaching grazmg 
incidence, beyond 85 o, Ar decreases very rapidly 
to - 1. 
Since t he initial rays of PeP and . P start 
almost in t he same direction (except for very small 
epicentral distance) PeP should show the same 
initial recorded displacement as P, for all except 
very small and very large distances. 
We have a few very good observations of P 
and PeP at distances between 30 o and 35 o, where 
PeP is large. In all these cases P and PeP show 
definitely parallel recorded displacements, (See 
Fig. 10 of the first paper , and Fig. 2 of the present 
paper.) At distances approaching 90 ° there are some 
good seismograms of deep-focus earthquakes, which 
appear to show the theoretically expected PeP 
with displacement opposite to P. In general, the 
observations agree with theory; t he amplitudes 
appear to correspond more nearly to the expecta-
tion for Q2 = 2 lh than to t hat for e2 = e1. In t he 
case of equal densit ies, our assumpt ions lead to a 
smaller bulk modulus in the core than in the 
mant le, in t he neighborhood of the discontinuity; 
while the other case gives a slightly higher bull{ 
modulus within the core. 
Gerl. llcitr. Geophys. 45. 
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V. Theoretical considerations on amplitudes, travel times, velocities, 
and their relation. 
The observed amplitudes of bodily seismic waves are interpreted 
m terms of the theoretical formula 
where Ae is the true amplitude of the incident wave; C is a. constant, 
which depends on the energy at the source, and which may differ for 
longitudin al and transverse waves; 1' is th e period ; i is the angle of 
incidence at the observing station ; Ll is the angu lar distance from 
source to station, both of which are here assumed to lie at the surface 
of a. single sphere . The exponential factor , in which dD is the element 
of path , represents the absorption ; as this is small, and the value of 
the absorption constant k is not precisely known , this factor is taken 
as 1 in the following discussion. The other two products which appear 
under the radical represent the loss of energy occasioned by n refractions 
and 'Ill reflections, respective! y . 
Any desired component of the displacement at the surface may 
be obtained by multiplying Ae by a factor which , for longitudinal waves, 
depends on the angle of incidence, Pmsso:--;'s ratio in the surface layer, 
and the direction of the component relative to the plane of propagation. 
For transverse waves this factor will also involve the polarization. The 
three components of displacement are usually taken as : u, horizontal 
in the plane of propagation; v, horizontal perpendicular to the plane 
of propagation; w, vertical. For longitudina l waves v = 0. Values 
of u.j A e, vj Ae, w/ Ae, have been tabulated under special assump-
tions 12• 10• n). Similar tabulations are available for the factors repre-
senting loss of energy due to refraction and reflection 11 , 13. 14. 15, 16, 17). 
In general the factors u I Ae, vIAe, w I A, arc smooth functions of i, 
and consequently of Ll. For longitudinal waves u iAe is zero for Ll = 0 
(i = 90 °), and increases gradually to a maximum of about 1.66 at a 
distance of a few degrees, for which i is about 60 °; it then decreases 
to about 1.4 for i = 43 °, J .0 at i = 27 °, etc., reaching zero at the 
antipodes of the epicenter. w j Ae also is zero for Ll = 0, and increases 
gradually to a value of :2 at the antipodal point. In the case of trans-
verse SV-waves at short distances the cond itions are complicat ed; for 
distances over 40 o uj Ae is about 2 n, 10 ). For SH, u and w are zero, 
while viAe= 2. 
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The refraction factors in the expression for Ae depend very much 
on the clastic const ants and densities at the refracting discont inuities. 
In general they change gradually with Ll, but abrupt changes occur 
when any of the refractions t ake place near a critical angle. There is a 
simila r behaviour of the reflection factors for reflections in th e interior 
of the earth ; but the factor E, /Ee changes gradually when th e reflec-
t ion is at th e surface of the earth , beginning with th e value l at Ll = 0 
and decreasing to a very small minimum for i between 65 ° and 75 ° 
(the corresponding L1 depends on th e local structure of the upper layers), 
after which it increases slowly to 0.5 for i = 27 ° and 1.0 at the anti-
podal point - all these numerical values applying to longitudinal 
waves only . For furth er det ails see section IV. 
Th e factor tan i /sin L1 occasions no irregularit ies; but the formula 
(1) for the amplitudes contains di jdLl . In many cases it is this factor 
which det ermines the behavior of the amplitude as a function of dis-
tance, since it often changes much faster than t he other quantities 
involved. Consequently, it is advantageous to investigate the relation 
of thi s derivative, and of th e corresponding second derivative, to the 
observed t ravel times . 
In t he followin g discussion we shall use polar coordinates r, 0, (/J 
with origin at the center of the earth . At the surface we have the rela-
t ion L1 = r0 () , where r 0 is t he radius of the earth . The use of () instead 
of Ll simplifies the equations, and makes them applicable at all depths. 
Th e earthquake focus, however, is t aken as at zero depth. The time t 
is the actual elapsed time from t he occurrence of the shock to the arrival 
of t he disturbance at the point ('r , 0). The surface t = const ant th ere-
fore is the wave front . Th e rays are of course orthogonal to these wave 
fronts; and we may specify any given ray (apart from azimuth) by 
any qu antity which is const ant along the ray. Such a quantity is 1·8 , 
t he value of r at the deepest point of the ray. (r8 , t) then constitute an 
orthogonal syst em of coordinat es which describe the points of the 
space as adequately as (r , ()). In addition , we define the angle of inci-
dence i, which is the angle between t he ray and t he radius vector at 
the point considered. The velocity v is t aken as a function of r only; 
v, denotes the value of v for r = T,, and v0 the value at the surface 
(r = 1"ol· 
vV c shall make much usc of partial derivatives wit h respect to t he 
several variables, and to avoid confusion we shall usc the notation 
which explicit ly indicat es the quant ities which arc held constant as 
20* 
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well as those which are varied. As abbreviations we define t' = (clt fclO)r 
and t" = (cl 2t fcl 02)r, etc. vVe also write v = Tjt' ; at the surface, putting 
T = T 0 , t hi s becomes the observed apparent surface velocity. 
The fundamental equation from which t he follovving results are 
derived IS 
(2) t' = !__ sin i = ~ . 
V V x 
From this, differentiation leads to 
(3) ( di) t" . (flj r = I! tan t ' 
(4) (r·) (t")z t"' ~-0:,. = ,1! tan3 i + 7 tani, 
(5) (d"O) __ t:_ (t ' )2 t"' 2 . di2 ,. - t" + (t")3 cot 1· . 
Since sin i > 0 (except for the ray passing through . the center of the 
earth ) we have from (2) that 
(6) 0 < t' < !__ ' 
- v 
so that if 0 is neither 0 nor 180 °, t' cannot be zero , and is always finit.e 
and positive. For 1· = T 0 , t as a function of L1 ( = T 0 0) is the normal 
travel time curve ; so it follows that: 
Th e travel time curve can h ave n eit h er maxima nor 
minima (between 0° and 180 °), nor ve rti ca l tangent; t always 
in creases with in creas ing Ll. 
By definition 
(7) whence (8) (dv) 1· t" d 0 r =- (t') 2 · 
From (6) it follows that v (which for T = T0 is the apparent surface 
velocity) can be neither zero nor infinite between e = 0 and e = 180 °, 
and is always positive : 
v0 < v < = (for T = T0) . 
For any given T there cannot be two values of 0 corresponding to 
any given value of i; for T sin i fv is constant along each ray, so that 
two values of 0 would then correspond to the same i at the source. 
That is, the rays would branch at some point, which contradicts SNELL's 
law if v is a function of T only. H ence, between e = 0 and e = 180 ° 
there can be no maxima or minima of i at constant T: 
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Since (;~)r is negative at () = 0, it is negative for all values of 
() if i is a continuous function of e and (:;tis nowhere infinite. 
Since (:~),. * 0 it follows from (4) that t" * 0, since the possibility 
of t' = 0 has already been excluded. Hence: 
The travel time curve can have no point of inflection. 
From (8) it then appears that (:;),. * 0, whence: 
The apparent velocity can have no maximum or IDllll-
mum as a function of Ll. 
If v is continuous from e = 0 to () = ()l and its deriva-
tive does not become infinite in that int erva l - v always 
increases with ()-the apparent ve lo city increases with dis-
tance between 0 and el. 
It should not be overlooked that the travel time curve may con-
sist of several branches; it rna y be broken into discrete segments, or 
even single points. This has recently been discussed by SLICHTER1s). 
Although (~~t cannot become zero, as we have seen, it may be-
come very small ; this requires that t" be small while t' remains finite 
- that is, the travel-time curve has a very large radius of curvature 
(approaches a straight line). From (1) it follows that in this case the 
amplitudes are very small ; a nearly straight travel-time curve 
1s inconsistent with l arge amp li t ud es. 
It may also happen that t" becomes very large; then the radius 
of curvature of the travel-time curve is very small, so that it has a 
cusp or a sharp change in direction. (: ~ )r then becomes very large; 
from (1) it then follows that in general (subject to exceptional behaviour 
of the other factors involved) the amplitudes will be very large. By 
definition, an infinite value of (~~)r corresponds to a focal point; for 
in this case rays leaving the source with successive values of i arrive 
at the same point. The well-known focus of P' corresponds to the case 
of a cusp in the travel-time curve. A case of the sharp change in direc-
tion of a single-valued travel time is given by SLICHTER18) in section 
2.2 of his paper. In both cases the apparent surface velocity curve has 
a vertical tangent . 
Another special case occurs when t"' becomes infinite but t" re-
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(d2 ') (d A) mains finite. From (1) and (4) it will be seen that de~ r and d7f,. be-
come infinite ; the amplitudes change discontinuously ·wit h distance. 
In t erms of the behaviour of the t ravel-time curve this corresponds to 
a rapid change in t he radius of curvature; the apparent velocity curve 
has a sharp change in direction. 
It is of much interest to inquire what behaviom' of the velocity v 
as a function of depth corresponds to the various special cases which 
have been described for t he amplitudes, t he t ravel-t ime curve, and 
t he apparent surface velocity curve. For this purpose we have t o ex-
f . f d d. 1 d . . d v , d d" v, press v8 as a unctwn o 1'8 , an 1scuss t 1e envat1ves dr~ an d ,.> . 
Since v8 depends on 1'8 only, these are total derivatives; but we express 
t hem in t erms of partial derivatives. In particular 
(9) 
((~~') 
((:/~') 
Applying this to (2), we find 
(10) 1"s t" t" 
(t')2 (d?'8 ) = t' - (t ' )2 (~ log ?'s) · 
de ,. d O ,. 
The functional relation between ?'s and e at constant 1' IS given 
by t he well-known integral equation 
(ll) 
where 
(12) 
e 
?' 1 ; · lo a__o = - q (0 x)dx 0 
'fs n . ' ' 
0 
t' (x, T) 
cosh q = t ' (O, 1') . 
(A discussion and references can be found in Handbuch der Geo-
physik, vol. 4.) 
The usual notation is here clarified by using x inst ead of 0 for the 
variable of integration and ret aining e only for t he limit of integration. 
The fact that q is really a function of t hese t wo variables is important 
in carrying out the differentiations which follow. To make the calcu-
lations apply equally at all depths we have retained e instead of intro-
ducing Ll; t his has the effect that 1'0 drops out of t he lat er equations. 
The integral equation (ll) is t he final result of a complicated 
mathematical procedure; so t hat before using it to draw physical con-
clusions it is necessary to establish th e precise conditions for its va.li-
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dity. This has recently been discussed very carefully by H. WITTE19), 
and independently by L. SLIGHTER18 ), who has shown how t o extend 
the method to cover cases excluded by WITTE. 
As pointed out by WITTE, the necessary conditions fall into two 
groups : Those which must be satisfied in order t hat the solution may 
be reduced to that of an Abelian integral equation, and those which 
must be satisfied in order that the solution may be obtained in the 
form (11). Making use of the additional results of SLIGHTER, it appears 
that both sets of conditions are completely satisfied in all cases where 
t he travel t ime is a continuous function of the central angle. Disconti-
nuity by becoming infinite is of course physically impossible; in case 
of a finite discontinuity the method applies from () = 0 up to the dis-
continuit y. While WITTE excludes multiple points and cusps, which 
are not cases of discontinuity in the travel time curve, SLIGHTER's 
procedure covers these cases. 
From (10) and (11) we find 
(13) 
Since q (0, fJ) = 0, we can differentiate the integral by merely 
differentiating the integrand, so that we have to evaluate (~r~t. We find 
(dq ) t" (e. T) t· (x. 1·) d 0 x = - t'(0:1T ]I [t' (x , 1')]" - [I' (0, T)j"' 
whence 
(14) d V s __ l_ rl- !.!_ -~ dT., - t'(0,1·) _ I ' 
where 
(-) 0 
(15) I= r· dx = / 'coth q (0, x) dx. 1/ 1 - It' (0. 1') J2 0 
. t' (x, r) 
0 
Note that I 1s a function of () only. 
Similarly we can derive 
df 
(16) 
We first consider equation (14). It is evident tl1at I is always po-
sitive; for we have to take the positive branch of the radical, as t his 
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corresponds to taking q positive, which is necessary for the validity of 
t he integral equation (11). H ence 
( 17) dv8 <_1_ dr8 = t'(fl, 1·) 
This leads to several important physical conclusions. It should be 
noted that a negative value of dv jclr refers to an increase of velocity 
with depth ; so t hat t he inequali ty (17) sets a limit to the rate of de-
crea se of velocity with depth. That is, i f the trav e l time c ur ve 
is contin uou s, the ve locity ca nnot decreas e, at a depth 
s p ec ifi ed by 1·8 , at a faster rate than v j 1·. Kear the surface 
v jr is numerically small, so that i f the ob se rv ed trave l time 
c ur ve is co n s idered to b e co n t in uo u s t her e ca n b e onl y 
a very s low decrease of ve loc ity wit h d ept h in t h e mant le. 
Thus for v = 10 km. /sec. V8 cannot decrease with depth at a faster 
rate than 0.1 km. /sec. in about 60 km. without producing an inter-
ruption in t he travel time curve (a so-called shadow zone). Thus a dis -
co n tinuou s trave l t ime cu r ve ma y a ri se from a cont in uous 
distribution of ve lo c i ty w i th d epth , if the velocity at any 
depth decreases with dept h at a faster rate t han the limit giveE by (17). 
These considerations of course set no limit to the rate of increase with 
depth. The problem has been investigated in detail by H. J uNG20). 
In the limiting case dv8 jdr8 = 0, which occurs when I becomes 
infinite, t he lowest segment of the ray is an arc of a circle r = constant. 
'vVe have next to consider the condit ions under which I remains 
finite or becomes infinite. 
The integrand is regu lar except at x = 0, where it has a singu-
larity; it is only necessary to investigate the int egral in the neighborhood 
of t his singularity . When this is done, it is found that when t' * 0 I be-
comes infinite whenever t" = 0. The first condit ion is always sat isfied, 
as we have shown previously. Now if t'" * 0, t" = 0 corresponds to a 
point of inflection in the travel t ime curve, which has also been ex-
cluded; so that the only physical case of t his t ype occurs when both 
t" = 0 and t"' = 0. The curve then has a tangent of high order. The 
conditions arc of course also satisfied by a rectilinear travel-time curve. 
In these cases, as we have seen, the amplitudes are zero, and the change 
in velocity with depth is given by dv., fdrs = v fr. 
If neither t' nor t" is zero, and none of the derivati vcs arc infinite, 
I remains fini te. That is, if t (8) a n d a ll its derivatives are con -
t inu o us, and t' a nd t" do not va ni sh , from 0 = 0 to 0 = el, 
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t h en t h e ve locity v i s a continuo us fun ction of d epth 
down to the level 1·_, reached by the ray corresponding to 01 . 
If any of the derivatives become infinite, t he value of I depends 
on t he manner in which infinity is approached as x approaches 0. An 
infini ty in t' is excluded physically. If t" is infinite the travel time 
curve has one of several peculiar t ypes of discontinuity, which l1 ave 
partly been discussed by SucHTER18 ) ; the applicability of the formulas 
(14) and (16) must be discussed separately for each such case, as (~ 1;),. 
then becomes infinite. Infinit ies of t he higher derivatives are of little 
practical importance, as they could not be established from obser-
vations of travel times. 
In discussing the formula (16) for the second derivative d2v8 jd1}, it is 
found that in general t his remains finit e when the first derivative clv8 fdr8 
is finite. The only exception of interest occurs when t"' becomes in-
finite. That is, a di scontinuit y of th e sec ond order in th e 
ve lo c it y as a fun ct ion of de pth occurs when the trave l -
t im e c ur ve h as a di sc ontinui ty of th e t h i rd ord er (the cur-
vature changes discontinuously), or t he apparent velocity curve has a 
discont inuous change in slope. As pointed out before, in t his case t h e 
a mplitud es a lso chan ge di scontinuo us ly. 
Summarizing, we find that since t' is neither zero nor infi nite, 
the important special cases depend on the behavior of t" and t"' ; they 
may be stat ed as follows: 
(d v) !:..!:_ -> 0 A --· 0 dv., v (18) t" -> 0 - ..... o - -> -dO ,. dO rl r., 1" 
(d v) di A _, oo singulax cases . (19) t" ..... - 00 - -> oo (jJj - >- 00 d 0 r 
(20) lr t"' _, ± oo l(d'v) _, -. oo jd' i _, ..L oo l ctA ... -L oo lrl' v, _, ± oo dO' ,. 1 elf)' - dO ...1... dr,' II ( d V ) _._ d i d V, V t * 0 "o -.- 0 - lO * 0 A * 0 -l- * -l , '" r l c r r, 1" 
Th e case t"' = 0 is of no particular importance. 
VI. 'fheory of the amplitude ratio PP/ P . Effect of crustal structure. 
The formula (1) gives A e as a function of L1 only, as the other 
quantities included arc either fun ctions of i, and therefore of L1, or arc 
taken to be constant. It is clear t hat th is neglects the ellipticity of the 
earth ; further, because of t he difference in structure of the upper layers 
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in different regions, practically all of the quantities involved in the 
formula will depend on the particular structures near the epicenter 
and the station, and in case of reflected waves , at intermediate points. 
These circumstances may cause the distance Ll , for wh ich the ray con-
sidered penetrates to a given depth , to vary by several degrees for a 
direct ray; the extent of the variation possible is multiplied at each 
reflection. The change in Ll is a sum of terms of the form cl (tan i 1 -
tan i 2) where dis the thickness of a crustal layer and i 1, i 2 are the mean 
angles of incidence for this laver. Thus this effect will be larger for 
larger values of i, which occur at short distances. The value of i is 
much affected by the crustal structure , as sin i is proportional to the 
velocity in each lawr. All the other quantit ies involved in A e are func-
tions of i. As previously mentioned, t he values of some of these quanti-
ties are very sensitive to small changes in i when that angle is near 
certain critical values . At distances corresponding to these critical values, 
comparativelY small changes in crustal structure will produce changes 
in i which will express themselves in large changes in Ae. 
It chances that most observing stations are located in regions of 
about the same crustal structure (continental type); so that, except 
for certain Pacific stations, such effects due to difference in location 
of the station 'vill be relativel~r small. This also applies to the factors 
n /A e, which are required for comparison with observation. Except at 
very short distances, v / A e increa ses and w / Ae decreases with increasing 
velocity in the principal surface la_,·cr , for longitudinal wa,·es . 
The difference between continental and Pacific structure in the 
epicentral region produces an appreciable effect only at rather short 
distances. As already pointed out, the change in angle of incidence has 
the effect of a change in Ll . If the ea rt hquake source is within the con-
t inental cru stal layers, there is a loss of energy due to refraction in 
passing out of these la yers , which of course docs not exist when the 
shock occurs in t he Pacific region. For longitudinal waves this loss of 
energy ma:v be wry large at short distances, but it rapidly becomes 
inappreciable with increasing distances; at L1 = :20 ° it is about one 
quarter, which reduces A e bY somewhat more than 10%. 
Difference betwee n continental and Pacif ic structure at a point 
where the wave is refl ected at or ncar the surface of t he earth may 
affect the amplitude considerabl v more. The effect due to change in 
a ngle of incidence is doubled; that due to loss of energy on refraction 
·is squared; and there enters a ne\\· effect due to loss of energy on re-
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flection. Further , in the case of a continental reflection there are two 
principal levels of reflection - one at the actual surface, t he other at 
the base of t he cont inental layer . JEFFRE YS 10) has calculated that at 
short dist ances the P P wave reflect ed from the base of the cont inental 
layer is stronger than that from th e surface. In comparing theoretical 
amplitudes for the P P wave reflected at a continental point at given 
distance with th e corresponding reflection at a Pacific point, care must 
be taken to use the larger of the two continental reflections. Calculation 
using the best data available sho·ws t hat P P from a Pacific reflection 
should always be smaller than the larger of the two continental reflec-
t ions at the same dist ance. Th e ratio of amplitudes should decrease 
from about 1 / 2 at L1 = 30 ° to about 1 / 4 at 45°, t hen increasing to 1 / 2 
at about 50 °, 3 / 4 at about 60 °, approaching 1 for large distances. 
Analogous considerations apply when the station o_r a point of 
reflection is locat ed in a region where there are deep layers of sediments 
with smaller wave velocities t han t hose in granitic rock. 
The most direct method of applying t he formula (1) would consist 
in comparing the amplit udes of a single wave (say P) of the same shock, 
as recorded at various dist ances. This procedure is not sati sfactory 
in practice, for a number of reasons. Thus, there are wide limits of error 
in calculating the true motion of the ground from seismographic am-
plit udes, even when the constants of the instruments are determined 
with all ordinary care and precision. The recorded amplitudes are also 
considerably affect ed by the character of the ground on which the 
station is situat ed. Lastly, the usc of formula (1) implies that energy 
is radiated equally in all directions from the eart hquake focus, - an 
assumption which is always doubtful, and in some cases is demon-
strably erroneous. This has been emphasized by several investigators, 
notably by KAWASU:VII and Y oSTYA:vrA 21). 
F or these reasons K . ZoEPPRITz12} suggested the use of the ratios 
of t he amplitudes of different phases as recorded on the same seismogram. 
This eliminated, to a consid erable ext ent, t he uncertaint ies due to 
instruments and ground , provided that the phases being compared do 
not differ greatly in period. The most favorable data for this purpose 
are provided by the amplitud e ratio P P / P. Since these two waves 
leave the source in t he same a11 imut h, and wit h angles of incidence 
which differ only slight ly, t he effect of irregular radiation of energy is 
also reduced in this case. Extreme effect s of this kind may occur if 
either ray coincides initially wi th a direction in which the radiation 
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of energy is a minimum; but in this case both P and PP are small, 
and such data are not used in practice. 
The ratio of the vertical to the horizontal component for longi-
t udinal waves arriving at the surface depends only on the angle of 
incidence and POissoN's ratio for the surface layer. (In the case of 
transverse waves the polarization is also involved.) Thus, for P or P P 
we have 
(21) ufw =tan 2 a, where 
. vl/2-a . . 
s1n a = 1 _ a sm ~. 
a being POissoN's ratio. Thus sin a (sin i is the ratio of the velocity of 
the transverse wave to t hat of the corresponding longitudinal wave. 
As sin i is always larger for PP than for P, u fw is also larger for PP: 
• Upp Up Upp Wpp 
-- > - , whence -- > -- . 
Wpp Wp Up W J> 
That is, the ratio P P f P is larger in the horizontal than in the vertical 
component. A factor F for reducing the ratio observed in the vertical 
component to that in the horizontal component can be calculated from 
formula (21). (See Fig. 6.) 
VII. Observations of PP/ P. 
A. Continental reflections. Fig. 6 gives observations for PPJP 
where the point of reflection is continental. Such data were first pub-
lished by ZoEPPRITZ, GEIGER, and GuTENBERG12) giving results at 
Gottingen for the period 1904-1911. These observations are plotted 
as circles and squares. Additional data concerning waves with conti-
nental paths have been used by GuTENBERG42 ) ; these are plotted as 
diagonal crosses, and are listed in detail in Table 6. One shock previously 
used, the Ferghana earthquake of Nov. 15, 1921, has now been omitted; 
it proves to have been a case of deep focus, and consequently yielded 
anomalous results. The erect crosses in Fig. 6 represent observations 
for the Sumatra shocks of 1931; the numerical data are given in Table 7. 
The remaining points are from seismograms of recent years at Pasa-
dena, its auxiliary stations, and Huancayo, together with selected 
seismograms kindly lent us by the directors of other stations, as listed 
in Tables 1 and 2. The numerical data are given in Tables 8 and 9. 
At distances up to 3000 km. (27 °) P P is usually very small (see 
Figs. 3 and 5a). Occasional large waves following P (see Fig. 3c) are 
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Fig. 3. Seis mograms with continental reflections, d istance under 29 °, sho wing no clear PP. (a) No.1 , Texas-Ottawa NS, 21 ° ; 
(b ) No. l , Texas -Cha rlottesville EW, 22 Y2 ° ; (c) 1\o. 134, Alaska-Saskatoon EW, 24 Y2 ° ; (d) No. 134, Alaska-Berkeley EW, 28 ° ; 
(e) and (f) No. 24, Colombia-La Paz, 25 Y.1 o ; (e) GALITZIN EW; (f) WIECHERT NS. 
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frequently too early for PP, and are probably late members of the P 
group (or possibly p P, etc. ). Between 3000 and 4500 km. (27 ° and 41 °) 
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PP is usuall y larger than P (Figs. 4 and 5b to 5e). At 4500 km. P be-
comes ve r_v small , so t hat t he ratio PP/ P sudd enly becomes very la rge; 
th is rat io t hen decreases to about 7500 km. (G7°). Here P again de-
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creases somewhat, but thereafter increases with increasing distance, 
so that the ratio P P IP reaches a minimum about 8400 km. (75 °). At 
larger distances the points scatter very much; apparently in the 
immediately fo llowing range P decreases considerably, but P P also 
decreases, corresponding to the decrease in P at 4500 km. At about 
11500 km. (104 °) P decreases very considerably (beginning of the 
shadow zone). 
The plotted observations plainly show more or less scatter at all 
distances. Apart from errors in measurement and in determination of 
distance, there are several physical causes which may contribute to 
t hi s. P P and P leave the hypocentre in slightly different directions, 
so that the observed ratio may be affected by the mechanism of the 
shock. In add ition , there are possible effects clue to the ellipticity of 
the earth, and to slight differences in depth of focus or in crustal struct-
ure ncar t he focus , the station, or the point of reflection. Finally, P P 
usually has longer prevailing periods than P; this may lead to an ap-
preciable difference in magnification, so that P P IP appears too small 
on short-period instruments. 
Table 6. 
Obs e rved va lu es P P / P, horizonta l , continenta l reflections 
Japan, September Hl23 Japan, Septe mber 1923 
Station / I I PPj P Station 
II 
/ 1 I 
p JJ j p 
l. 12. I 1. 12. 
I 
Upsa.la . 8170 0.3 Hohcnhcim. 9390 1.0 
Potsdam 8960 1.5 I Ravc nsb urg . 9500 0.8 
Hamburg 8990 2.5 2 y2 Ziirich 9610 l.l 
Wien 0140 l.l 1.6 Barcelona 10420 9.8 
J ena. ()140 0.0 c~trtuj a 11090 4 
De B ilt U320 2 1 ~i San Fernando 11280 > 101 Miinchcn 9380 2 l ~i 
Ka mchatka, Oct. 18, 1920 Kamchatka, Oct. 18, 1\!20 
Station 
II 
I IPP! P Station II . I IPP/ P 
Potsda m . 18170 0.1 5 Jugcnhc im . 8600 0.34 
Gottingen 8380 0.2;:) Heidelberg . 8640 0.33 
Jena 18410 0.25 Durlach 8680 0.33 
Tau nus 8560 0.2 Kar lsruhe 8690 O.i) 
Wie n 8:5(i0 0.4 Miin chcn 8700 0.7 
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Ta bl c 6 (co ntinn cd) . 
Ka.n s u, Dece mber 16. HJ 20 K a nsu . Dece mber 16, J!J20 
St!1t ion II I I p J' ; p Stnt ion II / I IPP! P 
Upsa.ln. I oliOO 0 .:3 ,.faun us ii"i50 O.!J 
]{ On igs bcrg . 
I 
6():)0 O.i Jugenheim. 7li00 1.2 
Wi en /2 00 0.() Heid elberg . 76:30 l.O 
H a mburg 7:300 J .0 H ohcn heim. 7li50 1.0 
Je1H1 
I 
/ 400 0 ./ Durl>tch 7100 0.5 
~liin che n /5 00 1.0 Ziiri eh . 7/:)0 1.2 
Tab le /. 
Observ e d va lu es PP j P . h o riz o nt a l . eo ntin c n t;1 l r e fl e c t ion s, 
fr o m t h e Su m a tra s h o c k s . HJ31. Fcb ru a r v J O and S e pt e mb e r 25 . 
Station . I 
I 
PP/ P 
I Station . I I 
PPj P 
F eb. I Sept. l·'c b. I Sept. 
}[c lbo urn e 50.;) 0 1 J .]en a. !)4.5 2 Yt 
Svc rdl ovs k / 0.4 0 .8 H [tm burg . f);), ;) :~ 4 
Pulkovo Sii .:3 1:1/1 Stuttga rt !JG.O 2 2 
Beog rad 87.!) 2 Heid elb erg !Jfi.3 3 
Hcl sin gfo rs 88 .2 1 1 Yt Tau nu s !Jli.5 3 
Budapest S!l.3 JI .J Strasbourg %. !) 2 
J(6n igsbc- rg . SD. ii 1 ~i ~e u c h ite l D7.5 1:Yi 
Wie n 9 1.2 2 De Hilt !JS .5 l }~ 1 Y! 
Zag reb. !)1.2 1 1 \-1 Uecle D!J.O 3 
Ab is ko . !J 2. 3 1 2 Pari s 100.4 2 
Po tsd a m 9:3 .G 2 1 K e w . 10 ].!) 4 
Lund !)3 .7 2 :Edin bu rg h 1 10 ~ ·? 1:Yi 
Leipzig. 94 .0 2 Scores by S und l Ov.t 7 
}\0bcnhavn. 94.2 1.1 J.l T oledo. JO ;).f) 15 
i\liin che n D4.3 j I I \'i cto ri a. 12 1.8 8 
Firenze 94.3 4 :~ Be rk eley 127. 8 30 
lnns bru ck 94.4 5 
Table 8. Ob se r ved Ytt lu cs of PP / P. h or iz o n t[t l (verti ca l o b se r. 
V>1t i o n s tt r e redu ce d by m eans o f eq u at i on 2 1) w i t h co n t in e n ta l 
r e f lect i ons f r o m s h oc k s li ste d in tab le 4 o f t h e f ir st pap e r !1 nd 
in ta bl e l of t h e pr ese n t p a p e r a nd r eco rd e d at P asa d e n a. . 
); o. 
II Epi ce n te r I I IPP! P I ); o. Epicenter I I I IPP/P 
II Cc nt r. .-\ me n ca 
I 
14 4100 1.1 22 Baffin B ay ;) 100 2 
17 I Cub[t. . . . 44:50 2 120 Kans u 11000 4 
23 ~e "foundland ;3 300 0.6 125 Baffin Bay :3 100 1± 
4li ]•, . At la nt tc 8li70 1.1 139 Guate ma bt 3400 ;£; 0.3 
73 K a ns u 11100 4 144 B a ffin Bay :3 100 l.O 
so Szech wan ll 4i)0 5 10 Ce nt r. Am eri ca 3770 2 Y! 
SG Burma 12 300 12 153 H onduras 
I 
3750 l Y! 
89 l nd i:t . 12800 40 180 Xi ca. rag ua . 3800 1 =y~ 
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P PP PPP~ s 
e) --~--
: •. :. 'fV'\Jv-• · \:. 
-~ -
Fig. :). Seismograms with reflections in South America, showing no P P at 
24' .1 °, and large PP at distan ces o ver 27 °. (a ) 1\o . 37 , .Pe ru-La P lata EW, 
2+ 1.1 ° ; (b) Xo.4!J , Chile -Rio de .Ja neiro EW, 27 ~~ 0 ; (c) Ko.50, Chile-Rio de 
.J a neiro EW, 2!J 0 ; (cl) Xo. 2.5, E cuador-Hio de J a neiro EW, 4 1° ; (c) Xo. 2:5 , 
E cua.dor-La P lata KS, 38 °. 
B. Pacifi c reflection s. We have seen that PP from Pacific 
reflections should theoretically be weaker than P P from continental 
reflections at the same distances especially below 6000 km . This is 
confirmed by observation , as appears from compari son of Fig. 6, for 
continental reflections, with Fig. 7, for Pacific reflections. Th e data of 
Fig. 7 are all new; they are given in Tables 10 and ll. Typical seismo-
gra,ms are reproduced in Fig. 8. The general behaviour of P P J P as a 
fun ction of dista nce is about the same in Fig. 7 as in Fig. 6 ; the curves 
in Fig. 7 have been drawn to correspond with those of Fig. 6, and it 
will be seen that th ey are not in conflict with the observations. 
Gcrl. Bc itr. Gco phys . 45 . 21 
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Apparent exceptions arc t he seismograms at Huan cayo of certain 
shocks in t he eastern Pacific, with reflections so ut h of t he Galapagos 
Islands. (All reflections from the ocean floor north and northeast of 
the Galapagos I slands are clearly of Pacific type.) 
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Fig. G. PP/ P fo r co ntin e n tal refle ction. 
Pasadena N America 
S. America J America 
Australia Antarkfti:d 
New Zealand 
12000 
Double circles and double SCJuarcs refe r to Gi:ittingc n. F = 11·P I' 
u /' Wp 
The two clearest cases a rc as follO\YS: 
Ko. 182 l !J34 April !) . J.;;h 37 ° f:i. !l8 c \\·. 3li00 kill. PP/ F = 2t 1. 
:\o.l83J!l34 !<'C>b. 20 , :1 11 • (i 0 S.l0() 0 \\". :3:300klll . PPj l' = 3~ ~(Fig . 9) 
A less positive case is: 
:\o. 15 J.!l32 :\o\". :2 . 1111 2.J. 1 ~ 0 S. Jl :l c \\". .J.2(HJ kill. fJfJ/ P = 1.7. 
In a ll t hree cases P P / P is large, even for cont inental reflection. 
However, in the last case t he observation might belong to the maximum 
of l'P JP at 4500 kn1. The corresponding point is plotted in Fig. 7; 
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but t he two preceding cases have not been plotted anyw here. The 
points of reflection in t he t hree cases arc ncar 25 ° S. 85 ° 'vV. , 9 ° S. 
91 ° "\\'. , an<l 20 ° S. 93 ° "\\·., respectively . These results appear to in-
di cate t hat a cont inental structure exists under the ocean fl oor in the 
rcg10n in question. This is not unreasonabl e, since there arc numerou s 
L ~~ 5~------+--------r------~--------~----~~~ ~~P o Pasadena,honlonfo>l 
0
! 08 
"' o Pasadena, vertical (reduced lohor) o 
x other sfaftons I 
I 
: zr----------+----------~----------r----------+--~~----~-~ xx ~ : i 
:\ xxo o 9 
1 0 1 
x! In o ll r--, -""' _A 
X 
F ig . 7. P P j P for Pa cifi c refle ct ion . 
Tabl e \J. Ob se r ved va, lu es PP / P , horiz o n tn l , with uo n t incntnl 
r d Ju c t i o n s fr o m s h oc k s li sted in tabl e 4 o f the fir st p npe r a, ncl i n 
ta bl e 1 of t hi s p ape r. 
a) H Pfl e ct ions in ); orth A rn cri ua. 
:\o. il Epice nter- stat io n I 
J;~~ 
1
.-\l aska-Ott a \\·a . ·I 
] 'J" .\J c xi CO-Otta I\· a . . , 
J;) ;) .\l cxico -Saskatoo n 
J;);) jj Jllcx ico -Ha lifax . 
J 30
11 
G uatc ma 1<1-Be rl.'e l. 
li)(j ); evada-Otta 1\' U • 
IPP ! P 
4300 1.0 
3770 0.\J 
40~!0 Ul 
4420 4 
40;301 1.1 
2;)60 1 l.O 
I :\o. ll E pi ce n tc r-s tation 
156 1?\cvadrL-Halifax .j 
3 .\fe xico-Otta,nt . ·I 
3 ::\le xi co-Sas katoon 
l I T cxa.s -Charlottcsv . 
lJ II Alas ka -Char lottes -
II ,·ill e 
. I I p fJj 1-' 
4480 2 
3!!4:) ;) 
:37 3i) 2 1 ~ 
2480 
I 
0 
;;:no[ 1.0 
21* 
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Table 9 a) U cf lcct ions i n Xort h America (cont i nued) 
No. Epicen t er-station I . I IPP/ P Xo. ll Epicente r-stat ion I Ll IPP/ P 
::! Mex ico-S it ka . 4\!20 0.7 L"i \J :\l exi co -St . Lou is 2600 0.1 
157 Utah -Sitka, 2320 0 3 :\Ie xico -St. Lou is 2600 0.9 
156 :\evada-San Jua n i'i5 10 ).] ]] Alaska-St. Lo uis 46;30 1.2 
3 Mex ico -San Ju an . 4000 ~ ~ (j l\ l e xi co - ~t. Lo ui s 2800 1.3 "? 
6 Mexico-Chi cago 134 .-\ las ka-St. Lou is 4600 1.4 
U SCG~ 3 L'i0 p 
-I 64 Alaska-H ua nca!·o . 10300 1 '.1 
134 Alaska- Chi cago 134 A Ia ska- G c01·get. 53;}0 ) I -1 
USCGS 4500 2 };)8 Utah- Geo rgetow n :3000 0.7 
1 Tcxas- Otta \\·a 29ii0 - 0.3 l Texas - Geo rgc to\\"11 2600 0.4 
6 Mcx ico-Otta \\·a. 4200 12 3 :\lexico-Ceo rgc>t. 3+00 p · 
-1 
134 A Iaska- Ottawa . 48;30 l.l 
I OU I 
:\ evada- Gcorgct. 3550 2 
134 Alaska- H a lifax . 5;)00 J. O 124- :\lcx 1co -Harva1d 4050 3 
134 Alaska-Saslmtoon 2700 < I ~ 134 Alaska-Ha 1 ,.n1d ;3 300 1.0 
158 Uta h- Otta\m 30;30 < ' :1 64 Alaska -T echn ology 5400 1.2 
163 Alask a- H ua ncayo . I OLiO :I 
. -1 23 :\c \1- Fou nd lan d-
11 Alask a -L ittle Hock 4\.JOO 3 Victo ri a . :>000 2 
134 Alaska -L itt le Hock 4\.JOO 2 144 Baffin Ba _Y-Huan-
134 Alaska-Flo rissan t . 4600 2 ca. y o 94;30 % 
3 iVIPx ico -l•' lorissa nt . 2UOO ,.:: :1 :, 158 Uta h -H ua ncayo 7 100 0 .6 
ll A lask a-Florissant. 4():50 1.3 
6 l\'l cxieo -F io rissan t . 2800 1.4 "? 
b) Hcflections Ill South A meri ca. 
H ecordcd tLt H uanca_vo (Pe ru ) I :\o . li Ep ice nter-stat io n IPP/ P ~0 . E pice n te r I . I /PP/ P 
9 1\ icarag ua . ')<v o 1 
- · '--' I 0.8 24 Col o m b ia-La, Paz . 2800 ;£ Y! 
5 PananHt . 23il0 J ' i 31 Pe ru- Ln. T' l>tta 2700 0.4 
3i5 At ltL n t ic . U800 J I :1 27 P e ru-La P ltLta. 3800 0 .7 
16i'i PananHt. 2150 0 .8 25 l·:cuador- La P lata 4200 1. 3 
38 Atlan t ic . 7300 0 .4 24 Colo m bia -La P lata 5050 l.l 
\J4 At la nt ie . 6700 0.6 40 Ch ile- La. P lata . 2000 0.5 
167 Atla n t ic. 6450 O. i'i ;30 Chil c-Hio de .J a.n . 3200 H~ 
122 Fa lkland I s . . 5000 3 4\J Chile-Rio de J an. 3050 0 .8 
168 Pana n1 a . 24ii0 1.4 ? 2;) E euado r- H io de ,J. 4:);)0 2.1 
178 Atla n t ic . ;)000 3 24 Col o m bia- H io d e 
II .Ta neiro 4700 1.0 
c) R e fl ections in Antar ctica, epi cen te r So ut h At lantic ( i\o. !)4). 
Station I I I PI-' / F I Station I IPP/ P 
W elli ngto n . 8650 0.4 I :Jlelbo urnc 
I 
IJ JOO ca. 1 
Christchurch 18450 0.4 Pe rt h !) ] 50 1 Y! 
Adcla.ide . !)3;30 0.7 I 
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islands and submarine ridges in this part of the Pacific. For example, 
the reflection at 25 o S. 85 o W . is in the vicinity of the " Merriam Ridge" 
discovered by the CARNEGIE in 1929 43), which is probably connected 
with the islands of S. Felix and S. Ambrosio . 
Tab le 10. 
Ob se rv ed va l u es of P P / P, ho r i'l.onta l , from p<tths with r ef lect ion s 
in the bottom of th e Pa c ific Oc ea n. 
a) Recorded at Pasadena. 
R egion Ll IPPjP I Ko. ll Hegion I _1 I PPj P 
12 Alaska 4000 1.3 59 So lo mon Is. 9800 0.7 
13 Hawa ii 4000 0.7 60 So lomon Is. 1.0 100 0.7 
16 Ale utian I s . 4400 0.8 61 Solomon Is. 10150 0.5 
115 Aleutian I s . 4500 1.0 62 So lomon Is. 10150 0.9 
20 Ale utian I s. 4800 1.0 63 So lomon Is. 10000 0.8 
21 A leutian I s . 4950 0.9 65 Bismarck Is . . 10300 0.8 
26 Aleutian Is. 5900 0.6 66 Xew Zeahnd 10350 0.8 
29 Kam chatka 6350 0.2 67 ;\ew Zcaiftnd 10500 1.2 
30 E. Pacific 6500 0.2 llD :\e w Zea btnd 10650 2.1 
31 Kamchatka 6600 :::::: 0.4 74 ~ew G u inea . 11200 4 
34 E. Pa.cifi c 6800 0.4 77 Phi lippines 11550 4 y2 
36 Ka.m chatka 7000 0.5 83 Philippines 11\J50 10 
37 P e ru 73;30 0.6 79 Ph ilippines 11600 3 Y2 
39 Kurile Is. 7;)50 1.0 85 Off Ce lebes 12300 5 
40 I\. Chile. 7800 0.5 87 Banda. ScrL 12560 12 
116 Samoa 7DOO 0.6 88 Cc lebes Sea. 12700 10 
117 San1oa 7900 0.5 121 I\e11· H ebrides 9700 0.8 
41 ~- Chile . 8100 0.8 123 Bis ma.rck I s .. 10200 3.2 
43 J apa n . 8300 0.7 127 Sammt 8000 ] / / ~ 
44 .Japan. 8400 0.:) 128 Bismarck Is .. 104:50 0.4 
45 Ja.pan. 8360 0.4 129 l\'Inr ia.nnc Is. D400 :Yi 
47 Ch ile 8700 0.4 130 :\c 11· Hebrid es 1):):30 y2 
48 Chi le 8700 0.3 131 Solomon Is . !JGOO 1 I , 
4\J I 
·I 
Chi le 8900 0.4 132 So lomon Is. 97:30 I I 
;)0 Chi le nooo 0.6 133 Phi lipp ines 11800 6 
51 Japan. \JOOO 0.8 135 B isnm rck I s . . 10200 :Yi 
118 :!\ell' Hebrides 9260 O.G 145 Bis marck Is .. 10;)50 1 
;)3 :\I a ria nne Is. 9330 ~ 0.3 147 Santa Cruz Is. D400 1 I .J 
;)2 I\. of Marianne 9300 < 0.8 148 Santa Cruz Is . 11460 1 
;)4 1\: c r madec, Pacific !)400 0.5 140 Santa Cruz Is. 9400 0.6 
5;) 1VIa rianne I s. 9550 0.4 ];)0 S . of .Japan !.JDOO l ~~ 
66 Tonga I s. 9650 0.7 152 Aleutian Is. 4900 I 
;)7 s. J a.pa n D650 O.H 182 SE. Pacifi c 8100 :5 J/ 
. I 
;)8 So lo mon l s . %00 0. 7 
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Table 10 (continued) . b) H.ecorded a t Hua ncayo (Peru). 
No. Eegion I / I IPPj P No. H.egion Ll IPP! P 
160 Sa moa 10350 1 175 Lower Ca li fomi a . 6450 0. 7 
33 Ca liforn ia 6770 ;:;; % 176 Lower Cali fom ia . 6450 0.6 
19 Mexico 4600 <:: Yo! 1:34 Mexico 4750 0.8 
15 E aste r I s 4200 1.7 142 i.\'Iex ico 4800 ;:;; 0 .7 
4 Ga la pagos I s . 2300 0 .4 139 Gua te mala 3400 1 
164 Mexi co 4300 1=% 180 N icaragua . 3050 ;:;; 1 
6 Me xico 4600 0 .3 126 Me xico 4200 0.8 
124 Mexi co 4500 0 .6 11 9 Ne w Zea la nd 10500 1.8 
Tab le 11. 
Ob se r ve d v a l u es PP / P , h o r i zo n ta l , fr o m p a t h s wi th r e f lec t ion s 
in t h e b ott om of t h e P ac i f i c O ce an . 
No. Epicent er-stat ion Ll PP/ P No. Epicent er -stat ion Ll PP/ P 
138 Alaska -Berkeley 3120 ;;;; Yo! 40 Chile-\\'e llington 10400 "" 0.6 
134 Alaska -Berkeley 3230 J l l 
. 4 48 Chile-\ '\'e ll ington 9500 % 
136 Alaska-Berkeley 3290 0.9 49 Chile-W elli ngton 9200 1 Y! 
11 A las ka -H o nolu lu 4450 0.8? 40 Chile -Christchu rch 10400 ;:;; 0 .7 
134 Alask a -H onolulu 4550 0.7 152 Ale ut ia n I s.-Berk. 4400 1.2 
169 Me xi co-H onolulu . 6400 0.4 34 E as t e r Is .-Berkeley 7 100 ;:;; 0.4 
170 Me xi co -Honolu lu . 5600 0 .9 40 Chi le- B erke ley 8400 0 .6 
17 1 Mexi co -H onolul u . 5600 0.8 29 K a m cha t ka -Be rk. 5800 ;:;; 0.3 
172 Mex ico-Honolulu . 5600 0.7 11 6 I Apia -Ber keley . 7700 0.4 
112 Mexico -H onolu lu . 5150 ;:;; 0.8 11 6 Apia -Victoria . 8250 ;:;; 0.5 
44 Japa n-H onolul u 5800 0.6 13 H a wa ii-Berkeley 4200 0 .9 
C. At la nti c re f lec tions. Numerical data on reflections taking 
place in t he Atlantic are given in Table 12. The seismograms were 
selected t o give reflections in all parts of the Atlant ic area , and at 
such distances as to give a clear discrimination between continental 
and Pacific t ypes of reflection . All cases agree much better with the 
mean data for continental reflect ion t han wit h those for Pacific re-
flect ion. This confirms t he result already fo und from t he velocities of 
surface waves, t hat the floor of the Atlantic Ocean is a region in which 
the surface layer has physical propert ies similar to those of t he conti-
nental surface layer. The t hickness of th is layer cannot be det ermined 
from these data on reflections, but it must be at least a large fract ion 
of the wave length , which is in most cases between 20 and 30 km. 
D . R efl ec tion s in t h e Ind ian Ocea n. N umerical data of 
t his group are given in Table 13. E xcept for two points from seismo-
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F ig . 8. Seis mog ra ms with ref lections in t he Pacifi c Ocean, showing s m a ll P P and P P P. (a) No. 29 , Kft tn chat ka -Pasa-
dona NS , 57 o ; (b) No . 30, Easter I sland-Pasadena Z, 58 o ; (c) No . 34, E aste r I sland P asadena Z, 61 o ; (d) No. 29, Kam-
chatka-]3crkeley Z, 52 o ; (e) No . 40, Chile-Pasadena Z, 70 )~ o ; ( f ) )To. 40 , Chilo·Chri stoh urch Z, 94 o ; (g) No. 169, Mexico-
H onolulu EW, 58 °. 
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Fig. 9. J\o. 183, Galapagos·Huancayo EvV, 31 Y2 °, showing la rge P P ref lected in the Pacifi c Ocean. 
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grams of the Sumatra shocks, all these are from shocks occurring south-
east of Madagascar, about 34 ° S. 57 ° E. In most cases the reflection 
is clearly of continental t ype, which supports the conclusion previously 
reached on scanty data from surface waves, that at least a large part 
of the floor of the Indian ocean is of continental (or Atlantic) charact er. 
E. Refl ections in th e Ar ctic basin. Table 14 gives numer-
ical data for reflections in the Arctic region. The last columns of this 
table give the approximate coordinates of the points of reflection. In 
all but four cases the ratio of amplitudes is so low a.s to fit the curve 
_<f) _ _ __,_ _ _ . -·- .J. ~L 
I I ; 
--·-, _J. ~ • -
-P- -· I . , l ~ -- ...... __ _ 
pp 
.S . 
-- --!---
t b) 
. •. ~- "~y'-"-J': . . , .• 
ppp 
Fig. 10. Seismogra ms \\'ith epi cen t res a nd reflections in the Atlant ic Ocean, show-
ing la rge P P and P P P. (a ) No. 94, L a Plata NS, 33 o ; (b) Ko. 96, La Pl a ta EW, 
39 Yt 0 ; (c) No. 96, R.io de J aneiro NS, 41 ~~ 0 ; (d) N o. 46, Scoresby -S und NS , 31 Yz 0 ; 
(e) No. 58, Hua ncayo NS, 58 ° ; (f) No . 42, S coresby -Sund KS, 60 °. 
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Fig. 11. Seismograms with refl ections in the Indi a n Ocean, showing large PP and PPP. (b) from Sumatra shock 
of Sept. 25, 193 1, at Bombay, KS, 38 °. Other epicenters ncar 34 ° S. 57 ° E: (a) Ko . 106, Perth NS, 48 Yz 0 ; 
(c) No. 107, Christchurch Z, 84 ° ; (d) No. 107, Bombay KS, 53 Yz 0 ; (e) No. 107, P e rth NS, 49 °. 
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T ab le 12. Ob s e r ved vfl, lu es PP j P , h o riz onta l. \\'i t h o ri g in s and 
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for Pacific reflection. (See Fig. 12.) In two of these four cases the re-
fl ection JS within the Xorth American continental area , and the re-
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flections are clea r]\. of continental type. Less easily acco unted for 
are t he remammg two in stances - se tsmogra.ms at Leningrad and 
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Pulkovo, reproduced by So:miER 2 ). Th ese are also of continental t ype, 
but the reflections are within the Arctic basin , near other points where 
the reflection is " Pa cific" . 
The small P P cannot be an effect of crusta l structure ncar the 
stations, since the same stations record continental P P from other epi-
centers. Kor is it likely that it is due to an azimuthal distribution of 
energy connected with th e mechanism of the shocks , as continental and 
"Pacific" reflections occur in nearly the same az imuth, and about at 
the same distance. Moreover , it would require a very special mechanism 
to affect P and P P in different ways. 
It is noteworthy that it is possible to del imit a closed area which 
conta ins all th e points of reflection for the small P P. This area coin-
cides with the deepest known part of the Arctic basin , so tha t it is 
possible that in this region the continental layer is either very thin, 
or altogether absent. 
F. Sp eci a l a nd e xce ption a l cases. In addi t ion to t he groups 
discussed above, a few particular instances deserve special mention . 
As was t o be expected, reflection s in Hudson's Bay (shock number 143, 
at P asadena) and the Gulf of Mexico (number 24, at Pasadena ) show 
continental charact er . On t he other hand, all three P anama shocks 
(nos. 18, 140, 141) show the unusually small ratio 0.4 for PP /P at 
Pasadena, d istant about 4600 km. , although the point of reflect ion is 
at about 22 1 / 2 ° K . 981 / 2 ° W. , ncar Tampico, Mexico. As may be seen 
from Fig. 6, these points if plotted would fall on th e sharp discontinuity 
of amplitudes, and would extend it to lower values . 
In favorable cases t here is a possibi li ty of using th e ratio PP /P 
t o trace the boundary between regions of continental and Pacific struct-
ure. For example, the Pasadena seismograms of shocks numbers 25 
and 28, with points of refl ection near ] 5° N. 98 ° W. , show Pacific 
reflection; wh il e number 27 , with reflection ncar 15° K . 96 1 / 2 ° W. , 
shows continental P P / P. Th e form er point is in the Acapulco Deep, 
while th e latter may be on t he cont in ental shelf. 
At Pasadena, shocks from the Aleutian Islands and the western 
part of Alaska regularl y give Pacific reflection s; but shocks farther 
cast give continental PP jP. Such shocks arc numbers 11 , 134, 136, 
138, 151 , with refl ections at 47 ° to 49 ° K. and 129 ° to 134° W. Shock 
number 137, with poin t of reflection at 48 ° K. ] ~0 1 g w., appears to show 
a Pacifi c t ype reflection ; but the seismograms of this shock arc peculiar, 
and th ere is some evidence of depth slightly greater th an normal. 
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VIII. Other amplitude ratios. 
A. PPPI P. PPP waves with points of reflection in the conti-
nental areas or the Atlantic or Indian Ocean (see Fig. ll) begin to be 
clearly visible on the seismograms beginning at distances of about 
5000 km. The amplit ude ratio P P P I P in t hese cases scatters about 
1 up to distances of about 7200 km. Near 7500 km. most values of t his 
ratio are somewhat larger than 1 ; since P P IP is also large about 
7500 km. , t his is presumably due to small amplitudes of P. Between 
8000 and 9300 km. P P P I P is somewhat less than l. 
P P P I P for cases of Pacific reflection is almost invariably small 
(see Fig. 8), so that P P P is rarely observed at Pasadena. Two obser-
vations of P P P I P for Arctic reflection show values which are about 
half the normal fo r continental reflection , while in other cases of the 
same kind P P P is not to be found (Fig. 12). 
All observations on P P P I P arc consistent with the conclusions 
drawn from PPI P. 
B. PPI P'. Between 11000 km. and 15500 km. (100 ° and 140 °) 
P P is larger , occasionally very much larger , th an P'. Even for P P I P 
t he result depends somewhat on the constants of the instruments used, 
as P P is usually longer in period than P. For P P I P' this becomes 
more serious, as at large distance the periods of P P become very long, 
while t hose of P' (especially the diffract ed P') arc very short . Beyond 
140 ° PPI P' decreases rapidly, with a very small minimum (absolute 
minimum 0.05) corresponding to the large amplitudes of P' near the 
focus, at distances of 143 °- 147 °. At larger distances PP becomes 
larger than P' in the horizonta l components, and about equal to P' in 
t he vertical component . 
C. A m plitud es of SS. S may be considered composed of the 
two components S V and SH, polarized respectively in the plane of 
propagation and normal to it . The latter is always totally reflected at 
the surface of the earth , so that SS originating in this way should show 
the same behaviour as S at half the distance. SV is totally reflect ed up 
to dist ances of about 25 ° ; so that up to 50 ° SS should show no loss of 
energy due t o reflection . From 50 o on, SS originating from SV shows 
t he same behaviour as P P at shorter distances. From 75 o to 100° this 
SS wave should show very small amplitudes, as only a small fraction 
of the SV energy goes into the reflected SS, most of it going into SF. 
·with increasing distance a larger fraction of the SV energy is reflected 
as 88, this fraction being larger for continental than for Pacific reflec-
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tions. It is difficult to compare observation -...vith theory, as the two 
polarizations are superposed: t he vertical component shou ld show only 
t he SS origin ating from SV, but t his is usuallY rather small. 
D . Ampl itudes of PS , PPS a nd 8](8P. The observed PS 
also includes 8P, which cannot readily be separated for normal shocks. 
For zero focal depth th e percentage of energy going in to the trans-
formed wave arriving at a. given di stance is the same for P8 and SP 9), 
so that an~- difference in energy of PS and SP must t hen be attrib uted 
to a difference in the original energy of P and 8. At th e beginning of 
t he PS curve, where it branches from 8 (at about 50°), the amplitudes 
must be verY small , since ver~· little en er)!~· is refl ected into th ese waves; 
but t he percentage of transformed energy in creases very rapidly with 
d istan ce, and bet,Yecn 70 ° and 100 ° PS (or SP) carri es more t han 90% 
of original P (or S) energy. As both P and S have large amplitudes 
near t he corresponding points of refl ection , PS is a large wave in the 
whol e ra nge ment ioned. BeYond t hi s the percentage of cner11y going 
into the transformed wa ve decreases slowly with di stan ce : but even at 
the end of t he PS curYC (between 130 ° and 140 °), where the transverse 
part of the path becomes tangent to the core , this fra ction is still over 
70% , so that PS is a large phase to th e end of the Hll11!C of obser-
vation s. 
Similar consid erations appl.'· to the PPS group of waves; in this 
case it is P8P whi ch carries a very large fraction of the original energy. 
This is confirmed b,· t he observation uf P PS as a large waYe at large 
cpicentral distances. Similarl\· 8J(SP should carry much of the energy 
of th e original S J(S (and P in PSES or S in SPES) ; t hi s is well 
observed under similar circumstances. 
IX. Appearance of normal seismogmrns at yarions distances. 
The fo llowing general remarks arc presented with a Yi ew to facili-
tating th e determin ation of epicentral di sta nce from th e se ismograms 
of a singl e station , and t he id ent ification of the pha ses recorded . Conse-
quently , t he description refers ch i ef!~· to the larger and more conspic-
uous phases, \Yith the addition of a few which are not large, but are 
very useful in the determination of d istance . It is ba sed primari ly on 
t he se ismograms at Pasadena and Huanca.,·o. Exper ience with seismo-
grams lent b,· other stations, or reproduced in the li terature, makes it 
possible to write a description which will be fair!.'· general in appli-
cation. Sonw differences exi st , du e to differences in instrum ental con-
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stants or to th e P acific situation of Pasadena and Huancayo; t hese 
\Yi ll be pointed out. Of t he latter group, the most important are the 
variation in amplit ud e of P P and P P P at certa in distances, depending 
on whether the reflection is in a reg ion of continental or P ac ific stmet-
turc (sec sections VII and VIII) ; and the considerable decrease in the 
amplitudes of surface waves which have traversed regions of compli-
cated cru stal structure. 
The descript ion of course applies to shocks at normal depth. 
Before ass ignin g a distance from any se ismograms it is necessary to 
be posit ive wheth er one is dealing with a case of deep fo cus. Prese nce 
or absence of surface waves is not a suffi cient criterion for th is purpose. 
As just ment ioned , normal shocks occasionally record wit h small surface 
\\·aves, wh ieh have lost energy due to absorption or scattcrir,g a long 
a complicated path. On the other hand, deep-focus shocks of consid er-
able energy appear to produ ce some true surface waves, and also a 
complicated series of long-period refl ected bodi ly waves, which may 
have t he appearance of sm·facc waves. It is necessary in all cases to 
search carefu lly for such ph ases as p P, s P, etc. 
The appearance of the se ismogram depends very much on the 
characteristics of the instrument. Vertical instruments with short 
period and high magn ification , such as are in service at Pasadena, 
record important phases such as PJ(l( P and P' P' wh ich arc otherwise 
not observed. Long period instruments arc desirable for good records 
of ce rtain phases wh ich regularly record with long periods, especially 
at large distan ces, such as PS, PPS , SS, SSS, S[(SP, G. In general 
th e appearance of t he vertical-component seismogram will differ very 
mu ch from that of t he horizontal Especially at large distances, the 
\·arious longitudina l waves often have high angles of emergence, and 
arc accordingly well regist ered on ly in the verti cal component; w bile 
phases consistin g chiefl y of transverse waves under similar circum-
stances a re frequent ly polari zed in such a way t hat they a rc found 
onl y on t he horizon tal-component seismograms. In general , if only one 
seismogram is to be available it should be in the vertica l component, 
as the appearance of the record then does not depend on az irnut h, and 
the init ia l phases (P, P') are well rcf!istered. 
In determin ing t he distance of a recorded shock , the first step 
should be to ascerta in the t ime in terval between t he beginning of the 
sc ismof!ram and th e registration of t he fi rst long waves and of the 
maximum. This gives at once a ro ugh approx imat ion to the true di stance, 
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which is less subj ect to errors of interpretation than any other method. 
It should be considered that the beginning of the surface waves cannot 
be earlier than t he time given as that of G in the chart at the end of 
our first paper. (This was drawn for a velocity of 4.45 km.fsec.) If the 
period of t he first surface waves is much less than one minute, eL should 
be noticeably later than the expected time for G. Vertical instruments 
usually record the beginning of the Rayleigh waves, which is still later. 
Care is required not to identify SS and SSS as eL. Especially in the 
case of SS , large errors may result. However , SS is usually recognizable 
as a single large wave, which is not immediat ely followed by a wave 
train or by a building up of waves to the maximum. 
Judging by published bulletins, the most frequent errors in the 
interpret ation of seismograms at the present t ime are the following: 
(1) At distances of about 115° to 120 °, PP and PS are identified 
as P and S, so that the dist ance is t aken to be about 80 °. This can be 
avoided by the precaution just discussed, as at 115 ° the surface waves 
arrive very much later than at 80°. 
(2) From 84 o onwards, SKS is misidentified as S . As soon as the 
measured S- P exceeds 10"' 15"', there is a considerable possibility of 
this error. Attention should be directed to t he appearance of the entire 
S group of ph ases (including SKS, S , PS, etc. ), which is discussed in 
det ail below. 
(3) In cases of deep focus, pP or some similar phase may be iden-
tified as S, with the result that the shock is assigned too short a dist ance, 
or even reported as a local shock. 
For the first six degrees normal seismograms have the character-
istics for " local" shocks; P and S show complications due to the local 
st ructure, and the maximum follows immediat ely upon the S group. 
From 7 o to 12 o there are usually no clear phases between P and the 
beginning of surface waves (Fig. 14). In many cases there is a large 
long-period i L with short periods superposed. Certain seismograms 
between 81 / 2 o and 9 o show a rather large short-period i S (Fig. 15). 
Intermediat e inst ances occur, in which the short periods of the S group 
obscure the beginning of surface waves, but do not display any clear 
phases. For further details see section X. 
From 13 o to 26 o there are usually clear i P and i S (Fig. 3). P 
frequently shows multiplicity. Between 18 ° and 22 ° iS is almost al-
ways a large wave of period between 105 and 208 . From 22 ° to 26 ° S 
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often has the same character, but there are a number of cases where 
there is an indefinite eS. 
From 26° to 37° P and S are usually clear (Fig. 5b-e). Sis usually 
larger in the horizontal components than in the verticd, and shows 
long periods toward the end of this range. P P is clear in cases of conti-
nental reflection. PoP (see Fig. 2), PeS, and SoS are frequently re-
corded, and often large. (See Fig. 10 of the first paper, on page 120.) 
From 38 o for a few degrees P is small, but increases again imme-
diately. For the whole range from 40 o to 84 o the beginnings of both P 
and S are usually quite clear, so that S-Pas read from seismograms in 
this range is usually reliable; its value then ranges from about 6m lOs 
to 10111 155 • Other values of S-P require critical examination before 
use in locating epicenters. 
In this range P frequently shows multiplicity; the No. 2 of our 
first paper, which usually follows after 15 to 17 seconds, is often large 
and might possibly be taken as the beginning. S often shows long periods 
(15-20 seconds, or even more). With short-period instruments this 
may result in very small recorded amplitudes. The longer periods 
prevail from 40 o up to about 55 o, beyond which both short and long 
periods are usually recorded. Between 40° and 84 o S shows all types 
of polarisations 24,9) with SV probably prevailing. 
P P is very large from about 38 o to 75 °, especially in cases of 
continental reflection. P P P begins to be evident at about 40°. 
Between 40° and 60° PeS often appears preceding S. SoS and 
SS are occasionally well recorded between 40 o and 84 o. 
The phase P' P'·, which has been reported by the authors25), appears 
chiefly between 55 ° and 90 o . In this range it affords a valuable check 
on the distance, as the interval P' P'-P varies rapidly with distance 
and is nearly independent of depth. P' P' is found only on the seismo-
grams of short-period vertical instruments. 
Even in the range which we have been discussing, where the seismo-
grams are in general simple in character and easy to interpret, there 
are exceptional instances. Especially shocks in particular regions may 
give peculiar records at a particular station or group of stations. For 
example, shocks in the region of Samoa are usually recorded at Pasa-
dena (distant about 71 °) with a large P, large L, and practically no S. 
Yet South American shocks at about the same distance from Pasa-
dena are recorded there with a large S; and the Samoan shocks record 
with a conspicuous Sat Berkeley, which is less than half a degree nearer. 
Gerl. Beitr. Geophys. 45. 22 
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It is noteworthy that shocks in the region of the New Hebrides 
(ncar 13° S. 167° E.) appear t o occasion except ional d ifficulty at most 
stations. The locat ion of epicenters in t hat di strict is correspondingly 
t roublesome. This is not merely an accident of location with respect 
t o the stations ; it appears to be due to the mechanism of the shocks 
themselves, which results in t he S group being generally weak. 
A somewhat similar case is t hat of t he aftershocks of t he Baffin 
Bay earthquake of Kovcmber 20, 1933 . At Pasad ena, these shocks, 
especially th at of December 19, 1933 at 17", show practically no S, and 
record peculiar short periods immediately preceding t he large surface 
waves. Judging by t he bulletins of other stations, there has been general 
difficulty wit h t he seismograms of t hese aftershocks. 
It is very much to be desired t hat such exceptional cases should not 
escape attent ion. lVlany stations mak e a practice of indicating in t heir 
bulletin s t hose shocks which give except ional or peculiar seismograms. 
The seismograms at distances from 84 o to 103 o form a group of 
much t he same general character. I t is usually quite easy t o recognize 
t hat a given seismogram belongs in t his range of dist ance; but to decide 
the precise dist ance within the range is often much more difficult. P is 
usually clear, and is followed after between t en and eleven minutes by 
the complicated S group of waves, which includes SKS, S, PS, and some 
other less well defin ed phases . 
P is not very large in t his range, but is usually ~well record ed ; i11 
t he latter half of the range the amplitudes are sometimes rather small , 
and as in these cases t here is usually a large P P about four minutes later, 
small seismograms may appear to begin with PP. P sh ows much mult i-
plicity. P P P is occasionally conspicuous (for continental reflections). 
F rom 84 ° to 90 ° the S group is usually not very clear. I t begins 
with S KS, which is very small and is usually observed in t his range 
only in large shocks. This is immediately followed by a larger S, which 
usually has a rather indefinite emergent beginning. The disturbance 
continues after S, and occasionally PS is distinguishable as a long-
period wave about one minute following S. 
Beyond 90 ° S KS increases very rapidly; it is already large at 93 °, 
and cont inues so beyond t he range here considered (for its behaviour 
beyond 103 ° sec the remarks below) . It regularly shows t he polarization 
required by t heory; t hat is, it is well recorded in t he vertical and the 
longit udinal horizontal components, but is absent from t he t ransnrse 
horizontal component. 
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S continues large through this whole range; it usually has a sharp 
beginning (iS); it is very large in the few degrees about 95°, but be-
ginning abo~t 99 ° it decreases with distance. The polarization may 
be opposite to that of SKS; in the European records of the Sumatra 
shocks S is recorded chiefly in the horizontal transvers~ component 
(SH). This seems not be general, and the sharp polarisation appears 
to depend on the mechanism of the shock. PS shows the same polari-
zation as SKS. It is a large phase, usually with long periods, in this 
interval, and appears to increase slowly with distance. SS is sometimes 
very large, but appears to be recorded irregularly. Theoretically the 
a mplitude should be much affected by polarizat ion , as SH is totally 
reflected, while SV should lose most of its energy when reflected at 
distances giving SS in the range here considered, most of the energy 
being transformed into longitudinal waves. 
Short-period vertical instruments begin to record PJ(J( P at about 
95 ° P KKP- P affords a valuable check on t he distance, as this interval 
increases rapidly with distance (and does not depend on depth of focus). 
The shadow zone for P begins at abo ut 105 ° This distance sepa-
mtes the simpler seismograms, recorded at small t o moderate distances, 
from t he very complicated seismograms characteristic of large distances. 
The amplitude of P here falls off very rapidly with increas ing distance, 
and t he direct P waves are replaced by longer period diffracted P 
waves. These diffracted waves , ·which occur within the shadow zone, 
are recorded at distances beyond 105 °, only in large shocks, and only 
on vertical instruments with high magnification for long periods. There 
is a similar ph enomenon for S waves, but the diffracted S appears to 
be recorded more frequently than the diffracted P. Both phases show 
multiplicity, and the earlier phases of both groups appear t o fade out 
at la rge distances, where only the later waves arc recorded. 
From about 105 ° to 128°, t he first large phase of the seismogram 
is PP. It is preceded by the "diffract ed" P' ; t his is not a large phase, 
but is sometimes very conspicuous on the records of short-period vert-
ical instruments. When the shock is large enough so that this phase 
is recorded, the interval P P- P' is valuable in determining the distance. 
Th e same remarks apply to PKKP and the interval PKKP- P' (or 
PJ(J(P- P). PPP is a large phase when the reflections are continental. 
SKS is large about 105 °, and decreases somewhat vvith distance. 
PSis usually very large; other conspicuous phases are P PS, SS, and SSS. 
The next range of distance, 129 ° to 141 °, is characterized by the 
22* 
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presence of SKP (or PHS); this is usually the largest phase in the 
preliminary part of t he seismogram, as it has a focus about 131°-132°, 
and continues large for about t en degrees beyond. It t1sually shows 
much multiplicity. 
In this range the "diffracted" P' is usually well recorded, especially 
on vertical instruments; but it appears to decrease with increasing 
distance. P P is regularly recorded, and may appear as a large phase 
between P' and Sf{ P. In the first few degrees P P , PS, and P PS are 
often observed; but from 135° to 140 ° there are usually no definite 
phases between Sf{ P and SS, which is large in th is range. There are 
some observations of SSS. 
At about 142 o t he focus of P' occurs. Approaching this point, the 
amplitudes increase very abrupt ly from the small "diffracted" waves 
to the large direct P'. With increasing distance P' at first presents an 
appearance of complication , and t hen separat es into P/ and P2' , both 
of which show multiplicity. 
Also near 142 °, SHP, wh ich is decreasing with distance, is finally 
obscured by P P , and is not observed at larger d istances where it should 
precede P P. P P continues to be observed regularly, and is large 
approaching 180 °. 
From 141 o on , there are frequent clear cases of SHKS, SHSP, 
and PPS; they begin to be less clear approaching 160°. Th e seismo-
grams near this latter distance often have an appearance of continuous 
and complicat ed motion wit hout definite phases. SS, and even SSS, 
are often very large. 
At distances approaching 180 ° the interval between the prelimin-
aries and the surface waves is so large that t he seismogram appears 
like a record of two separate di sturbances. It begin s ·wit h large P1' 
and P 2' groups, followed by a large P P, and frequent ly with a clear 
P P over the larger arc. PeP P' and P P P are also large, and there is 
a large wave which arrives at the t ime calculated for SKJU{S. There 
are very many other minor phases. 
x. P and S at short distances. The problem of discontinuities 
in the mantle of the earth. 
Th ere is a well-known difficulty in interpreting the observations 
of P between 15 ° and 25 °. The apparent surface velocity increases 
rapidly in this interval ; investigators are not yet agreed wh ether this 
increase is continuous or not. If discontinuous, the effect should pre-
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sumably be due to one or more discontinuities within the mantle, at 
depths of a few hundred kilomet ers. In this case, the travel time curve 
should consist of a series of intersecting straight lines, with no .large 
change in amplitude at the points of intersection. If the increase in 
apparent surface velocity is continuous, the simplest hypothesis is 
t hat the velocity is nearly const ant in t he upper mantle to a depth of 
roughly 80 kilomet ers, where it begins to increase with increasing depth . 
The t ravel time curve should be nearly rectilinear up to a certain critical 
dist ance, and then curve gradually, wit h a sudden increase in amplitude 
at the critical point. 
The increase of apparent velocity with distance was known to 
lYIIL~E and others very early in t he history of seismology; the mat ter 
was discussed wit h reference t o possible discont inuities at depths of a 
few hundred kilomet ers by lVfrLNE26 ) , LASKA 27 ) , and BENNDORF 28 ) , 
but as t heir dat a were imperfect t he conclusions cannot be compared 
with t hose of more recent investigators. The first valid discussion (1916) 
appears t o be t hat of S. MoHORovr6I629) , using t he data of A. lVfoHORO-
vr6I630). \Vithin th e mantle he finds in general a continuous incrPase in 
velocity wit h depth. At about 120 Jon . depth he finds a discontinuity 
of the second order , at which the velocity begins to increase more 
rapidly; t he corresponding ray emerges at about 11 °. At about 400 km. 
he finds anot her possible discont inuity, where the velocity may decrease 
by about 0.2 km. /sec; the corresponding dist ance is about 23 °. GA-
LITZIN31 ) and WrLrP32 ) attempted to est ablish such discontinuities 
from the observed angles of emergence. In 1926 GuTENBERG33) pointed 
out t he occurrence of an abrupt increase in t he amplitude of P at about 
15 o , as shown by the records of t hree earthquakes in Europe and one 
in J apan. This he interpret ed as evidence of a sharp increase in the 
velocity at a dept h of about 70 km. No other indication of discontinuit ies 
in the mantle was found . 
In the same year BYERLY published a study of the Montana earth-
quake of 19254) in which it is shown that the travel time curve for P 
shows an abrupt change of slope at about 20 °, corresponding t o a ray 
having its lowest point at a depth of about 400 km. 
In 1931 t he authors published a paper 34 ) using t he dat a of three 
strong Mexican shocks as recorded in California, and finding no sign 
of any discontinuity at depths between 40 and 500 kilometers. 
In 1933 NEUMANN35 ) interpret ed the t ravel time curve of t he P 
waves of the Santiago de Cuba shock of 1932 as a series of straight 
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lines; the first pair of these intersect at 2100km. (19 °), corresponding 
to a discontinuity at a depth near 400 km., probably less . Intersections 
are also indicated at 3100 km . (28 °) and 5500 km. (50 °). H e has re-
cently36) applied the same interpretation to other shock s. 
In 1934 B YERL v 3 ) found t hat t he travel t ime curve of t he Texas 
earthquake of 1931 shows a definite break near 1G 0 , which he interprets 
as indicating a first-order discontinuity at a depth of about 300 km. 
Another break in t he curve at 25 ° is strongly suggest ed. I n discussing 
t he Nevada shock of 1932 3i) he finds evidence of a sudden change in 
slope of t he curve a.t about :28 °, and of a. very different slope from 4 ° 
to 12 °, but he states that definite ev idence of overlapping of t he branches 
is lacking, and draws no conclu sion as to discontinuit ies in the upper 
part of the mantle. 
There is an unavoidable element of personal judgment in discuss-
ing the form and slope of travel t ime curws on t he basis of observations 
which necessarily sho11- a consid erable scatter in a ny case . To reduce 
t his clement as far as possible, in his paper on t he P waves of t he Long 
Beach earthquake, GuTEXBERG3S) used t he apparent velocit ies b etween 
pairs of stations at distances t11·o or t hree degrees apart, so fa r as practi-
cable. These apparent velocities vverc t hen plotted against the corres-
pond ing mean distances. If for anY range of distance the true travel 
t im e curve is rectilin ear , t he a pparent velocity should be const ant, 
and t he corresponding points of t he plot should cluster abo ut a line 
parallel t o t he axis of distances. This proves to be t he case up to 12°; 
beyond t his t he plotted points fall near a smooth curve. There is no 
ev idence of a discontinuit_v ; t he data t hu s confirm t he results of GuTEN-
BERG and H.ICHTER34 ). 
A verY careful a nd detailed discuss ion of th e whole problem is 
given by I. LEH:\JA)I"X3~). The data used arc chicfl _v tl10se of the I celand 
shock of 1929 July 23 and the Atlantic shock of 1931 May 20. Both 
travel t imes and amplitudes are studied; but no posit ive decision is 
reached as to whether the unquestionable changes in a pparent velocity 
and ampli t ud e about 19 ° are clue to a discontinuity. If rea l, t his dis-
continuity is concluded to be at a depth b etween 250 and 300 km. , 
but cann ot be specified more prcc iscl ~-. The author is at pa ins to point 
out that, while the travel t ime curve can be represented b\· two or 
more straight lines, t he observations are also consistent with a smooth 
curve. The amplit ude relationships are found t o be very complex, and 
diffi cult to interpret on a ny s imple hypothes is. 
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It is evident that any furt her progress in t his investigation calls 
for thorough discussion of a large body of data. Besides the travel 
t imes published by other investigators, \Ve have available the readings 
of the Long Beach earthquake, and also those of a number of shocks 
in Mexico, Central America, and Alaska, as recorded at California 
stations. 
The Long Beach t ravel t imes have the advantage t hat t he epicenter 
and origin t ime are unusually well determined. The other shocks men-
t ioned are so locat ed that the stations in California are all in nearly 
the same az imuth, so t hat small errors in the epicenter do not appre-
ciably affect t he apparent velocities, alt hough the mean distances between 
pairs of stations are of course somewhat uncertain. The stations used 
have good t ime corrections, similar instruments, and high-speed record-
ing (60 mm. Jmin.). The range in distance available is about 61 / 2 o 
(between Berkeley and La Jolla). 
These data, as well as the travel times reported for various shocks 
by other investigators, have been handled by the method used in the 
paper by GuTENBERG on the Long Beach earthquake38 ), where the 
numerical data for that shock and three Mexican shocks may be found. 
The remaining data from California stations appear in Table 15 of the 
present paper. All the apparent velocities are plotted in Figure 13. 
The upper half of this figure shows the data of the Long Beach and 
}fexican shocks; t he lower half shO\vs points computed from the data 
given by B YERLY for the Montana and Texas shocks3• 4 ) and by LEH-
:-rANN for the Iceland and Azores shocks39) . For these latter points 
numerical data are not tabulated here; they arc derived from the pub-
lished travel t imes and distances. 
In studying this figure due attention should be paid to the large 
vertical scale; the variations in calculated apparent velocity at any 
given distance are really surprisingly small, as where ot is 20 s£-::onds, 
altering it by one second changes the apparent velocity by five percent, 
or about 1 / 2 km. Jsec. The distances are given in degrees and tenths; 
in calculation distances in kilometers were used . The full lines in the 
two sections of the figure are drawn to fit t he corresponding points; the 
dashed line in t he lower section is identical with the full line in the 
upper section, and it will be observed t hat the difference is not signi-
ficant . Taking the whole body of data together, there is no evidence of 
a clustering of points at any particular apparent velocity, or at a series 
of definite apparent velocities; consequently there is no reason to draw 
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Fig. 13. Apparent velocity of P waves as a function of distance. 
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the curve as a series of st eps, which would correspond to a travel time 
curve consisting of straight lines. Th e result t herefore is in favor of 
gradual increase of velocity with depth , and not a discont inuous one. 
Data on the amplitudes of P from 10 ° to 30° are scanty. In 1926 
GuTENBERG 33) found from the data of three European shocks and one 
in J a pari that the amplitudes of P decrease with increasing distance to 
about 15 °, where t here is a large and abrupt increase; the amplitudes 
continue relatively large up to about 22 °, then decreasing gradually. 
Tab le 15. 
Appare n t ve l oc i ty v of P as ca l c ul ate d from diff erences at in 
t im es of ar ri va l at stat i o n s a f ew d eg re es apart. 
Station 1 Station 2 Distances at 
sec . 
a) D ecember 7, 1932, 16 11 22m 09S, Me xico. 
La Jolla Pasadena 19.6 21.2 15 
Pasadena Tinemaha 21.2 23.6 25 
Santa Barbara Tinemaha 22.3 23.6 13 
La Jo lla Santa B a rba ra 19.6 22 .3 27 
~ 
b) Ap ril 9, 1933, 03 11 58m 08 5 , Off Mex ico. 
La Jo lla Pasadena 17.3 18.8 19 
Pasade na Tinemaha 18.8 21.3 27 
La Jo lla Santa Barbara 17 .3 19.8 32 
c) Dece mber 13, 1933, 21 11 23m 39S, :11cxico . 
La Jolla 
Hiverside 
Pasadena 
Pasadena 
La Jolla 
Santa Barba ra 
Tine ma ha 
Santa Barbara 
Tine ma ha, 
La Jolla 
Pasadena 
Pasadena 
La Jo ll a 
Pasadena 18.8 20.2 17 
Haiwee 
Tinemaha 
Haiwee 
Santa Ba rbara 
Berkeley 
Berkeley 
Lick 
Li ck 
19.6 21. 6 
20.2 22.5 
20.2 21.6 
18.8 21.3 
21.3 25 .1 
22 .5 25 .1 
21.3 24.4 
22.5 24.4 
d) July 10, 1933, 03h 21m 38s, Mex ico . 
Pasade na 
T ine ma ha 
Haiwee 
Santa Barbara 
17.9 19.4 
19.4 21.8 
19.4 20.9 
17.9 20.5 
21 
26 
16 
29 
40 
26 
32 \4 
18 ~'2 
17 
25 
17 
30 
I km .~sec . 
11.0 
10.5 
11.1 
10.5 
8.8 
10.4 
8.8 
8.8 
10.5 
10.0 
10.0 
9.7 
10.5 
11.2 
10.5 
11.4 
9.6 
10.6 
9.5 
9.4 
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Station 1 
La Joll a 
Riverside 
Pasadena 
Tine ma ha 
Santa B arbara 
Tinemaha 
Santa Ba rbara 
Berkeley 
Sta.nford 
Lick 
Be rkeley 
H a i\\·ee 
H aiwee 
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T a ble 15 (Continued). 
Station 2 Distances 
e) J a nuary 2R, 1()34, 19" 10 111 04 8 , }] exico . 
Pasadena 
Santa Ba rbara 
Tinemaha 
Berkeley 
Berke ley 
Stanford 
Stanford 
f) }Jay 4 , 1934, 
H a i,,·ee 
H a iwee 
Haiwce 
Pasadena 
Hiversidc 
La Jolla 
22.4 
23 .2 
23.8 
2:).7 
25.0 
2fi.7 
25.0 
23 .8 
25.0 
2:).7 
28.6 
28.6 
28.4 
28.4 
04" 36 111 02s, A Ias ka. 
29. 1 
29.4 
2H. 'i 
32 .1 
32.1 
32.1 
29.1 33.8 
32.1 34.2 
32 .1 35.3 
I 
(j f 
sec. 
14 ~~ 
18 
20 
26 
34 
24 
32 
27 
23 
21 
4 1 
1 !) 
26 
g) September 15, 1934, 06" :36 111 :3 98 , }Je xi co . 
Hiverside 
Pasadena 
Santa Barbara 
Pasadena 
Tinemaha 
Santa Barbara 
Tinemaha 
Santa Barbara 
H a iwee 
Tinemaha 
Tinemaha 
H a iwee 
Berkeley 
Berke ley 
Stanford 
Stanford 
17.1 19.0 
17.7 19 .9 
18.8 19.9 
17.7 18 .8 
19.9 22.7 
18.8 22.7 
19.9 22.3 
18.8 22.3 
22 
2:) 
12 
1:3 
27 ~~ 
3!) ~~ 
26 
38 
h) 1\ovember 30, 1934, 02" 05 111 19 8 , Mexico. 
La Joll a 
Hiversiclc 
Pasadena 
Santa Barbara 
Pasadena 
La Jolla 
Tinemah a 
Santa Barbara 
P asadena 
H a.iwee 
Tinemaha 
Tinemaha 
Haiwce 
Santa Ba rbara 
Berkel ey 
Berkeley 
17.1 18. 6 
18 .1 20.0 
18.6 20.9 
19 .7 20.9 
18 .6 20.0 
17.1 19.7 
20.9 23.6 
19.7 23.6 
18 
22 
26 
14 
16 
30 
27 
41 
I 
v 
kn1. jsec. 
10.3 
ll.l 
11.0 
12.3 
ll.8 
12.:3 
11. 9 
12 .2 
12.9 
12.4 
12.7 
12.5 
13.6 
9.5 
9.8 
9.9 
9.6 
11. 3 
10.9 
10.4 
10.3 
9.1 
10.0 
10.1 
9.7 
9.8 
9.6 
10.9 
10.5 
In investigating Mex ican shocks t he authors34 ) found t hat a large 
increase in the amplitude of P occurs between 12 1 / 2 ° and 18° (see also 
fi gure 14). For the Atlantic shock of 1931 LEH~IAXK 3~) find s the ampli-
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t udes still small at 15 °, and noticcabl y larger at 17 o - 18 °. Th e largest 
amplit udes were observed at about 20 °. In t he Iceland earthquake 
small amplitudes were observed at 12.2 ° and large amplitudes at 18.6 °. 
For t he }'fontana and Texas earthquakes amplit udes have been pub-
lished by B YEHL y 3• 4 ). In the Montana shock Berkeley and Lick , distant 
12 °, recorded P with amplitudes of 11 ,u and 2,u ; while at Pasadena 
(1 3.3 °), t he calculated ampl it ude is 55 p. These seismograms are re-
produced in B YEHL y 's paper. For t he Texas earthquake t he calculated 
ampli t ude at six of the seven Sout hern Cali fornia station s, at di stances 
between 1 F /2 ° and 131 / 2 ° is less t han one micron; but at La Jolla 
(about 11 °) it is considerably larger . At Bozeman, Lick, Berkeley, and 
Chicago, with distances from 15.7° to 17.2°, the amplitude is well over 
one micron. At most of t he rcmai n ing stations d istant less t han 27 ° the 
a mp] itudes were several microns. 
All t hese data indi cate t hat the amplitudes decrease rap idly from 
short distances up to about 14 ° (the exact value must vary wit h local 
structure, depth of focus, etc.) Pis extremely small at about 12°- 14 °. 
At t he end of th is range t here is a sudden increase , which seems to be 
fo llowed by a grad ual rise to a maximum about 20 °, where t he amplit-
ud es are about as large as at 5 °. Beyond 20 o th ere is a slow falling off in 
amplitude. It is noteworthy that t here is a sudden increase in the am-
plit ude of PP at 27 °, corresponding to P at 131 / 2 ° (Sect. VII A). 
vVe can now interpret these results in t he light of the theoretical 
di scussion in Section V. The nearly constant apparent velocity and 
small amplitudes observed between 6 ° and 14 ° arc mutually consistent, 
and strongly indicate the cond itions of case (18) of that Section. It 
fol lows that, in the range of depths reached by rays emerging at t hese 
distances, t here can be no considerable increase of velocity wit h depth . 
Th e velocity may be closely constant, or may even decrease with depth. 
If it docs not decrease with depth more rap idly t han the very small 
l imiting rate given by dv jdr = vfr, t here are no special consequences 
of importance. However , it is physically possible t hat the velocity may 
decrease with depth at a rate somewhat in excess of this limit. If this 
actually occurs, t he range from 6 ° to 14 °, with its small amplitudes, 
corresponds to a so-called shadow zone, whi le t he large amplitudes 
just be.vond 14 ° may represent a focal point. It is not necessary to 
assume t hese conditions in order to explain the observations; indeed, 
the explanation does not appear to have a high degree of probability, 
as t he apparent focus is hard ly strong enough. In any case, t he velocity 
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cannot decrease Yer.'· rapidly wit h depth, as otherwise t he second 
branch of t he t ravel t ime curve \\·o uld fa ll too late after t he projected 
course of t he travel t ime curve for t he diffracted waves; t he obser-
vations show t hat t he time inte rval cannot exceed a very few seconds . 
Whatever t he in terpret ation , t he la rge amplitudes beyond 14 ° 
plainly impl.v a strong curvature of t he travel time curve, and exclud e 
an.v poss ibility of represent ing it as a se ri es of nearly straight lines. 
F or t hese reasons, in calcul ating t he distribut ion of velocity in 
depth, \Ye shall assume t hat t hi s d istribut ion is cont inuous, and t hat 
t he correspond ing t ravel t ime curve is cont inuous, in t he n mgc of 
depth and d istances which we have just been considering. Ko large 
errors can be introduced in t his way. 
·while Pis definite even when small , S usually cannot be id ent ified 
unless it is rather large. The t ravel t imes consequent ly arc well estab-
li shed only where large amplitudes occur. Furt her , the occurrence of 
large and small amplit udes cannot be used to draw conclusions as to 
the t ravel t ime curve, such as have been drawn for P , because of com-
pi ications d uc to t he polari zation . 
At short d istances, especia lly under 15 °, t here arc rapid changes 
\\·it h di stance, both in the ampli t ude and in t he t ime of S; t here often 
is good evidence of mult iplicity . 1\cvcrtheless, seismograms \Vri ttcn at 
t he same cpiccnt ral distance often show very close agreement, even at 
different stat ions and for different shocks (sec Fig. 15). On the other 
hand , especially at t he very shortest d istances (under 10 °) th ere a rc 
differences whi ch may be attributed t o differences in crust al structu re 
or causative mechanism. 
'Cp to about Go t he seismograms arc of t he local shock type; t he S 
group of waves is usually conspicuous, and in many ~ases begins sharply 
wit h a phase having apparent velocit_v of 4.4 to 4.5 km. /sec., which is 
iclcnt ificd a,s 8 11 • For t he Sout hern Californ ia are:.t t his has been found 
to have t ravel t imes given by 
(2:2 ) S =lO E+~ II . ) .J..4 ;j • 
F rom 6 o to 12 o it usually is almost imposs ible to ident ify any S 
at all ; t here is cont inuous sma ll , short-period motion which is fin all y 
superposed on a large long-peri od beginning of surface waves. At Pa-
sadena , t hi s is especially characteri st ic of t he records of t he nearer 
:\1cxica n shocks. A very similar se ismogram is t hat written at K odiak , 
Alaska. (distant 8.:2 °) on October :24, 19:27 , which has been published by 
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H. H. SoMMER2) . The Texas and Utah shocks as recorded at Pasadena do 
not show the long periods so strongly; their place is taken by surface 
waves of shorter period, but also in these cases there is no clear indi-
cation of an S group. 
The seismograms written at Pasadena for shocks in the region of 
Eureka, in northern California, at distances from 81 / 2 ° to 9°, are ex-
ceptional. These records show a conspicuous short-period S, usually 
consisting of two sharp phases about ten seconds apart, the later having 
the larger amplitude. The earlier phase lies within the limits of error 
on the continuation of the S, curve for local shocks in the region, as 
given by (22). Similar records are also written by shocks at about the 
same distance southwest of Pasadena, near 28° N. 126° W. Seismograms 
of both groups are shown in Fig. 15. Whatever the interpretation, this 
phenomenon is restricted to a very short range of distances; in the 
Eureka shocks it is well recorded at Pasadena and Santa Barbara, but 
is very doubtful at the other Southern California stations. That it is 
not restricted to this particular region is shown by the seismograms at 
Victoria for the Montana shock of 1925, which have been published 
byBYERLY4). The distance is 8.4°, which is precisely that at which 
the effect is largest; and the seismograms plainly show the large sharpS. 
It is of interest to note that the record written at Gottingen for the 
Tuscan earthquake of Sept. 7, 1920, also shows something of the sort 22 ). 
In this case the distance is considerably less (7 .3 °); but the large 
sharp S appears, and the record is not of the local-shock type. 
Beyond 12 a there are also occasional observations of points on 
the continuation of the local S, curve (22), which in some cases are 
quite strong. An excellent instance is that of the Texas earthquake of 
1931 as recorded at St. Louis and Florissant, distant 13.8 °. These 
seismograms have been published by BYERLY3). For the same shock, 
1 
no corresponding phase can be found on the seismograms of stations 
at somewhat greater or smaller distances - Pasadena (12.3 °), Tacu-
baya (12.3°), Haiwee (12.6°), Bozeman (15.7°), Lick (15.8°), Santa 
Clara (16.0°), Berkeley (16.4°). 
From 12 a onward there are numerous observations, mostly of eS, 
which plainly define a later curve than (22); this is for practical pur-
poses the earliest definite S curve in the whole range from 12° to 60°. 
It corresponds to No. 2 of our first paper. As a larger body of obser-
vations can now be used, we give the following revised and extended 
travel times for th is No.2 S (minutes: seconds). 
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Dist. deg r. t No.2 Dist. degr. I t No.2 Dist. dcg r. t Ko. 2 
12 5:24 17 7: 14 22 8:53 
13 5 :46 18 7:34 23 () : 12 
14 6:09 1() 7:54 24 9:31 
15 6:31 20 8: 15 25 9:49 
16 6:52 21 8:34 26 10:07 
There are also many observations of i S fo llowing this eS; the 
phenomenon of eS preceding iS has been called the "curtsey" by 
B YERL v 3). The readings of iS also define a curve, which coincides with 
No.4 of the previous paper at the shorter distances, and appears then 
to pass into No.5. Revised readings are as follows; the t imes are given 
in minutes and seconds. 
D ist. degr. I /.No. 4- 5 Dist. degr. /. Ko. 4-5 Dist.. cleg r. t No. 4- 5 
16 7: 10 21 8:47 26 10: 16 
17 7: 28 22 9:06 27 10:34 
18 7:47 23 9:25 28 10:52 
19 8:07 24 9:43 29 11:09 
20 8:28 25 10:01 30 ll :24 
Beginning at about 16 ° the amplitudes of this iS become very 
large, and remain so for a considerable range of dist ances. From about 
20° on eS often appears as a large wave of long period. 
From 12 ° to about 60 ° t he No.2 S very probably represents the 
true S curve corresponding to the first P. The conspicuous late i S at 
about 9 °, discussed above, falls approximately on t he extrapolation 
of the No. 2 S curve t o short distances. 
The occurrence of a double S phase at the short distances might 
be explained as due to a shadow zone with consequent diffraction ; but 
the large amplitude at St. Louis for the Texas shock of 1931 makes 
t his explanation questionable. 
XI. Calculation for velocities of P and S at various depths in 
the mantle. 
Calculated velocities for P in the mantle have been based on the 
travel t imes for P given in Table 5 of the first paper and on the data 
for apparent velocities at the shorter distances given in the present 
paper (table 15 and fig. 13). It is necessary to make some assumption 
as to the end of the direct P curve, beyond which only diffracted P 
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waves are recorded. This point has been taken at L1 = 11500 km. 
(1031 / 2 °) , since the amplitudes decrease very rapidly beyond that 
distance. 
The effect of the crustal layers has been elirninated by reducing 
the observed travel times to those at a depth of 40 km., which is taken 
as the base of the crust. The mean velocity in the crustal layer is assumed 
to be about 6 km. /sec., and the depth of focus to be 25 km. This gives 
the following approximate corrections to the travel time curve: 
(23) aLl = (2 d- h) tan i =55 tan i km. at= 2 d -1: = 9 se~. v cost cost 
The error in applying these formulae is very slight, and they have 
been used exactly throughout the whole range. The values of a L1 are 
all less than Yz 0 , and those of at decrease from 12 to 9 seconds, in passing 
from 15 ° to the end of the curve. The procedure gives a travel time 
curve for a depth of 40 km. From this reduced curve we have calculated 
the apparent velocities, taken their reciprocals, and used the formula 
t = j dtl to adjust them to the assumed curve. In this adjustment 
we have taken account of the observed amplitudes; pains have been 
taken to make those parts of the curve where the a:pparent velocity is 
nearly constant correspond to small observed amplitudes, and those 
parts where the apparent · velocity changes rapidly with distance cor-
respond to large amplitudes. In some cases this has required changing 
the travel times by one second . 
The results of this process of adjustment are fundamental to the 
following calculations, and are therefore given in Tables 16 and 17. 
The well-known method of WIECHERT, HERGLOTZ, and BATEMAN 
has been applied to the data of Tables 16 and 17. The results are given 
in Table 18. In this table the first column gives the distance in mega-
meters, measured at the level 40 km. below the surface, at which the 
ray which has touched the level given by the depth d at its deepest 
point emerges to the 40 km. level. The final value in the table corres-
ponds to the ray which has grazed the core, which accordingly is thus 
placed at a depth of 2920 km. The corresponding value of v, vc, can 
be computed by an independent method; for it must satisfy the relation 
(24) 
where rc is the radius of the core, 1·0 that of the earth, and Va is the 
apparent velocity of the diffracted P waves at the surface of the earth. 
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Table 16. 
Appar e nt ve loc i ti es v of P - 11·aves and re cipro ca l s 1/v for dis -
tances ! I in unit s of 1000 km . (megamctcrs) f or arrival at a d e pth 
of J 0 k 111. 
v 1 /v v 1;:v . I v 1;; 
0 .0 7.8!) .1 27 -!.8 13.33 .0/;50 8 .2 19 .ti 1 .05 10 
1.4 7.85 12 7 ;) .0 13 .77 0726 8 .-t 20.28 0493 
l.ti 8 .26 121 ;).2 1-U l 0699 8 .6 20.4 1 0400 
1.8 0 .43 106 5.-± JJ./0 0676 8 .8 20 .62 0485 
2 .0 9 .00 101 ;).6 15.08 0663 fl.O 21. 28 0410 
2.2 10 .36 006;5 .5.8 1.5 .27 0665 0 .2 21.% 0455 
2.4 10 .83 0023 6 .0 ];) .46 0647 0.4 22 .22 0450 
2.6 11.30 0885 6.2 1:5.58 0642 \1 .6 22.27 0440 
2.8 ll. "7 2 0853 () . .J. l:"\.7;) 0635 0.8 22 .57 0443 
3.0 12 .11 0826 ti.6 15.90 0629 10.0 23 .00 0433 
3 .2 12 .48 080 1 6.8 16.05 0623 10 .2 23 .87 04 19 
3.-! 12.79 0782 7.0 16 .26 06 15 10.4 24 .75 0404 
3.ti 12.95 07 72 7. 2 16.;}3 0605 10 .6 2;5.00 0400 
3 .8 ] 3 .11 0763 I .-± 17 .0 1 0588 10 .8 25 .06 0399 
J .O 13.10 07i58 / .5 17 .3\J 0575 11.0 25.12 0398 
4 'J. 13 .23 0756 7. 6 17 .-±5 0573 1 1.2 25 .19 0397 
-±A 13 .25 07 ;);) 1. 8 18.08 0553 l l ..t 2.5 .23 0396 
-±.6 13 .25 0 / .5;) 8.0 18.87 0530 1 }.;) 25 .25 0396 
Tab~(- 17. 
Travel t im es I in seco nd s for arrival of J->.""a vcs at a d e pt h of 
40 k m . co r r espond in g to thf' appar e nt ve l o c i t ie s g i ven in tab l e 16. 
.J _I 
1.2 153 -±.6 .J.62 7.7 663 
1..5 101 -± .8 477 ti.O 679 
1.8 
I 
225 5.0 -±0 1 8 .4 699 
2.0 246 5.2 ;)0.5 8.7 715 
2.3 276 .5.4 ;)18 0.0 720 
2. ;) 
I 
2!.14 ;) .6 531 0.2 738 
2.7 312 5 .8 54.5 9 .5 752 
3.0 
I 
337 6.0 ;)57 10 .0 774 
3.3 361 6.3 578 10 .1 77 8 
3.5 
I 
377 6 . ;) 500 10.3 785 
3.8 -!OU G.8 610 10.5 793 
.J. .O I -± 15 7.0 622 10.1 802 
-± .2 I -±3 1 - ') 634 11.0 8 13 
I 
' ·-
-±.4 -±47 7 .. ::-, ().52 11 . .5 833 
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'Ia,ble 18. 
V e lo c ity " of P in the mflntle a,s a, function of depth rl = 1' 11 - r 8 
rtnd correspon din g dist a nc es Ll a,t t h e 40 km. l eve l. 
I cl I v I km . km .jsec. 
1. 6 200 8 .1 5.2 1180 11.7 8.4 22:j0 13.2 
1.8 360 9 .0 5 .6 1330 12.0 8.8 2340 13.2 
2.± 550 10.2 6.0 1400 12.1 9.2 2490 13.5 
3.0 720 10.8 6.6 1500 12.2 9.8 2580 13 .. 5 
3.6 860 11.3 7.2 1610 12 .4 J0.4 2850 13.8 
±.0 ()20 11.-1, 1.5 1810 12 .5 11.5 2920 13.7 
±.8 960 11.4 7.6 1820 12.5 
I :i.O 1070 11.5 8.0 2050 12.9 
The apparent nlocity used for this purpose has been t aken from the 
data of Table 5 of the first paper. Only points from 105 o to 132 o have 
been used, as for larger distances the observations probably refer t o 
later phases. The value ·which best represents the observations in this 
range is vd = 25.2 km. jsec. The corresponding value of v" is found 
to be 13.7 km. jsec., which agrees precisely with t hat given in the table. 
The data of Table 18 arc represented graphi cally in Fig. 16. Within 
the mantle the curve is in general smooth; irregularit ies appear at 
depths of about 1000 km. , 1800 km. , and 2300 km. The first of these 
is less well marked , and at less depth, than was concluded in the· earliest 
investigation s. This is actually the same discontinuity which was first 
discussed by WIECHERT; the corresponding rays emerge at about the 
same distance as found by him. The decreased depth is due to t he 
general improvement in observed travel t imes. The det ermination of 
this depth involves the observations up to about 45 o . 
The existence of such discontinuities wit hin the mantle would 
imply a possibility of observing waves reflected at the levels in question. 
In the first paper it was pointed out t hat certain observations lie on 
curves (designated as A , B , and E) which have the characteristic form 
to be expected for such reflections. Accordingly, times have been calcu-
lated for reflections at depths of 930, 1800, and 2250 km. The first two 
cases correspond to no identifiable observations. For 2250 km . we 
find times for the reflected longitudinal wave of 7m 45" at 26.2 °, 8'" 10" 
at 33.2 °, and 8m 3P at 36.6 °. These Yalues are about half a minute 
less than the observed t imes for phase A . Consequently, if A is a reflect-
23* 
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ed wave, t l1 e reflecting layer lies about 200 km. deeper than has been 
assum ed; it is not impossible t hat a discontinuity exists at about 
2400 km. (See Fig. 16.) B should be reflected at still greater depth. 
The corresponding t ravel t imes for transverse waves have been computed, 
using the data which will be given below. For reflection at 2250 km. 
we find14.0m at '27.7 °, 14.9111 at 34.8°, and15.4m at 39.1° These ,·alues 
are about 0.8'" earlier than those observed for E, which would indica.te 
a reflecting surface at a bout the same depth as fo und for A . 
Similar computations haYe of course been made for reflection at 
t he depth of 2920 km. , assumed to be that of the core. These should 
give the travel t imes of PeP, and comparison with observations accord-
ingly affords a check on the assumed depth. As always, a focal depth 
of 25 km. has been assumed; the calculations give the following results : 
Distance t P eP Distance t P eP Dist:.mce min.:sec. 
d egrees min.:sec . d eg rees min. :se c. degrees t PeP 
0.0 8:38 3;) .2 !l:2!l G8.0 11: 25 
13.9 8:40 4 1.9 !l:5l 78 .6 12:10 
21.0 8 :52 48.0 10: ll 
28.1 !l: ll 56.;) 10:-!l 
Bctv,·een 30 ° and 50 ° these calculated times are about ten seconds 
earlier than those found from observations in our first paper. Between 
50° and 65 ° thev agree vvith t he observations within one second. For 
the range between :wo and 80 ° the calculations agree within two seconds 
with t he observed travel t imes used by DAHl\140 ) . In general, obser-
vations and calculations thus agree well within the limits of error; it 
appears safe to conclude t hat there is no considerable error in the 
velocity distribution of Table 18, or in t he depth of the core . 
In spite of t his good agreement, it must not be assumed that the 
depth of t he core is determined as preciselv 2920 km. This figure may 
easih- be in error by as much as 50 km. The following seem to be t he 
principa l sources of uncertaint:·: {a) the mean velocity in the crustal 
layers, which we have taken as 6 km.fsec ., but which may differ from 
this and may vary in different regions; (b) the t hickness of the crust, 
which certainly varies from point t o point ; (c) t he depth of focus, 
which undoubtedly va ries considerably even for shocks of "normal" 
focal depth: (d) the inaccuracy of the observed travel times of P, 
especial\\- bevond 100 ° : (e) inaccurac:1· in the determination of the 
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point at which the "shadow zone" begins. The combined effect of 
errors in (a) , (b) , and (c) can hardly exceed four seconds in the travel 
times. (d) is more serious, as the beginning of P in the critical range 
is never large or sharp, and the possibility of multiplicity still further 
complicates the interpretation. (e) is fortunately not a large source 
of error; for although it is difficult to determine t he point at which the 
Fig. 16. 
Velocities of se is mi c "·av<.'s 
in the interior of the earth , 
as functions of depth. 
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shadow zone begins, the effect of uncertainty on the calculated depth 
of t he core is not likely to exceed 30 km. 
DAHM40) has recently arrived at conclusions with regard to the 
velocity in the deeper part of the mantle which differ from those of 
previous investigators as well as those of t he present paper. He finds 
that the velocity increases to 13.45 km. jsec. at a depth of 2780 km., 
where there is a discontinuity. Below this depth he finds a constant 
velocity of 12.57 km. jsec. to the surface of the core, which he places 
::tt about 3000 km. This interpretation by DAHM depends on the cir-
cumstances mentioned under (d). He has used observations which give 
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apparent velocities beyond _100 ° onl:· slightly different from those 
found from the data of our first paper. Calculations using these data 
then give the maximum velocity at 2780 km. , and in order to account 
for the observed PeP it is then necessary to assume a discontinuity, 
with the core at greater depth. This is a good example of the Yery 
considerable differences in results ·which may be obtained with slight 
changes· in the data. 
It is desirable to applY the same general procedure to the observa-
tions of S . Unfortunate!:·, the data arc not so good as for P, and the 
results cannot be receiYed with as much confidence. Before commencing 
computation it is of course necessary to adopt a representatiYe travel 
time curve for S. The discussion in section X of the present paper will 
serve to bring out the difficult_,. of doing t his. For the shortest distances 
we have used the tranl time of sn in local shocks; from 16 ° to about 
60° >ve have tried to use the Ko . 2 curve of our first paper, with revised 
readings as given in Section X of the present paper. Hov.·cver, it has 
proved impossible to earn' out the suggestion in the first paper that 
the No . 2 curve is separatelv continuous through 65 °. In order to avoid 
peculiar results as to the nlocit:· distribution with depth, it was 
necessary to connect the Ko . 2 curYe below 66° \Yith the ::\o . l curve 
above it, making the transition as gradual as possible. This does no 
violence to the observations, which are rather uncertain , as the am-
plitude of S is often small in this range . 
The adopted values of the travel times for S arc given in Table 19. 
These were subjected to the same adjustments and reductions as the 
Table 19. 
Adopted travel times of S . (Distances f) in dei!r ces . times /. in 
minut es : seco nds.) 
o I I o I I o I I o I I o I 
2 1:00 22 8 :54 42 ]4: 10 62 18:44 82 22 :30 
4 1:51 2-± 9:31 44 14:39 64 19:08 8-± 22:52 
(j 2:42 26 10:07 46 15:08 66 19:31 86 23: 14 
8 3:32 28 10: 40 -±8 15:36 68 19:54 88 23:35 
10 4:23 30 11:11 50 16:03 70 20: 11 90 23:54 
12 5 :13 32 11:42 52 16:31 72 20:3\J \J2 24:11 
14 6:0-± 34 12 :12 ;)4 17:00 7-± 21:01 9+ 24:28 
16 6 :52 36 12:42 56 ]7 :28 76 21 :23 96 24:45 
18 7:35 38 13: 13 :)8 17:55 78 21:45 98 25:01 
20 8 : l6 40 1:3 :43 (iO 18:20 80 22:07 100 25: 18 
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Tab le 20. 
Appar e nt velo citi es v of s . ,,·.aves and r ec iprocals 1 / t· for dis-
tances _I in m ega mete r s for ar ri va l at a depth of 40 km. 
_I v 1;:v .J v 1/v . I v 1 ;I: 
0.0 4.40 .228 4.2 7.69 .130 8.0 10 .1 0 .099 
l. 5 4.4 1 .227 4.4 7.75 .12!) 8 .2 10.20 .0!)8 
1.6 4 .57 .2Hl 4.G 7.81 .128 8.8 10 .20 .098 
1.8 4.93 .20:3 4.8 7.8 1 ' 128 9.0 10.31 .097 
2.0 5.29 .189 5.0 7.87 '127 9.4 10.31 .097 
2.2 5.62 '17 8 6.0 7. 87 .127 9.() 10 .+2 .096 
2.4 ;) .9.5 ' l(i8 6.2 8 .06 .12-! 9.8 10.;33 .095 
2.6 6.25 .160 6.-! 8 .33 .120 10.0 10.!)!) .0!)1 
2.8 6.5-! .] 53 6.6 8. 77 .11-! 10.2 11.63 .086 
3.0 6.80 .147 6.8 !).09 .110 10.4 12 .. '\0 .080 
3.2 6.99 .143 7.0 9 .35 .107 10 .6 13. J;) .076 
3.4 7 .19 .13!) 7.2 9.52 .105 10 .8 13 .30 .075 
3.(:) 7.30 ' 137 7.4 9. 71 .103 11.0 13.30 .075 
3.8 7 .46 '13+ 7.(i 9.90 .101 11.2 13 .:30 .075 
4.0 7.58 .132 7 .8 10.00 .100 11.-± 13.30 .0/ ;) 
travel times for P; Tables 20, 21 and 22 gi\·e the data corresponding 
to t hose given for P in Tables 16, 17 and 18. 
The velocities (Table 22) have been plotted in Fig. 16. The fact 
t lui.t the indicated discontinuities do not agree precisely with those 
found from P is to be accounted for by the difficulties of reading and 
interpretation for S, though some real differences may exist. 
In applying th is procedure, the observed amplit udes could not 
be used in the same ·way as was clone for P . It has been assumed that 
the shadow zone for S begins at 10800 km. , as for larger distances the 
apparent n locit:· is constant, about 13.3 km. fsec. Supposing that the 
Table 2 J. 
Trav e l t im es i in sec onds for arr i va l of 8-waves at a d e pth of 
40 km . corresponding to t h e apparent velocities given in ta bl e 20 . 
.d _· I . d 
1. 5 341 5 .0 877 8.5 1273 
2.0 44;'") ;),;) 940 9.0 1322 
2 .5 ;)33 6.0 100-! 9.5 1370 
3.0 610 6 .5 106G 10 .0 1411 
3.5 681 7.0 11 21 10.5 1-!.5!) 
4.0 748 7.5 117-! 11.0 1-!!)(j 
4 .;3 813 8.0 1223 
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Table 22. 
Ve l o ci ty c of S in t h e mantl e as a fun ct i o n of t h e d e pthd = r0 -r8 
a n d c orrespon din g di sta n ces Ll at the 40 km. l e ve l. 
Ui 180 4.5 5.0 1090 6.6 9.6 2100 7.0 
2.0 380 5.0 6.2 1220 6.6 9.8 2150 7.0 
2.4 550 5.5 6.6 1510 6.7 10.0 2320 7.0 
2.8 690 5.9 7.0 1700 6.9 10.4 2720 7.2 
3.2 800 6.2 7.4 1820 7.0 10.8 2960 7.3 
3.8 930 6.4 7.8 1910 7.1 
4.4 1030 6.5 8.2 1980 7.1 
correct depth of the core is 2920 km., as found from P, equation (24) 
gives a velocity of 7.2 km. Jsec. for transverse waves at the outer surface 
of the core. This corresponds very well with t he result given in Table 22. 
The travel times of SeS have been calculated in the same way as 
t hose for PeP. The results are a,s follows: 
Distan ce tScS Distance t ScS Distance t ScS 
degrees min.: sec. degrees min.: scc . degrees min. : sec. 
0.0 15:38 36.1 17:22 69.4 21:13 
14 .3 15: 55 43.0 18 :02 80.5 22: 32 
2J.5 16 : 15 49 .3 18 :40 
28.8 16 :41 58.7 19:41 
These calculations agree within a few seconds with the observed 
travel times for the No. 1 SeS curve given in the first paper. Beyond 
50° the observations are later; but these observations had already been 
recognized as belonging to later phases (Nos. 2, 3, 4). 
E epresentative t imes have been calculated for PeS, as follows: 
Distan ce . . . . . . 22 ; ~ 34 44 66 degrees 
t, P eS . . . . . . . . 12.4 13.0 13. 7 15.4 minutes 
Theoretically t he curve ends at about 66 °. The PeS curve given in 
Fig. 11 of the first paper agrees with t hese calculations within t he limits 
of error. 
XII. Velocity distribution within the core. 
In previous investigations the velocity within the core has been 
found from t he observed travel t imes of P' by a. process of trial and 
error. A recent suggestion by W ADATI and ~VL<\SUDA 41 ) provides a new 
and valuable method which leads directly to th e t rave l times between 
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points at the surface of the core; the usual method of integrat ion can 
t hen be applied to these data , and the velocity distribution within the 
core calculated at once. 
VVADATI and J.\IL<\SUDA propose to derive travel times t hrough the 
core by subtracting each observed arrival time of ScS at the surface 
of the earth from the arrival time of the correspondin g SHS wave 
which has the same angle of emergence at t he surface. The proced ure 
is to find d t jde for both curves, and to take the differences of times 
which correspond to equal values of dtjde, and the corresponding 
.differences in the angular distances, 0. This gives the travel t ime through 
t he core as a function of e. The advantage of using SJ(S and ScS is 
that it becomes possible to find travel times for small values of e. "Cnfor-
tunately, the method cannot at present be applied to very small values 
of e, as the SJ(S curve is not well observed at distances less than t hat 
of its intersection ·with S (about 84 ° for normal shocks.) 
Table 23. 
Calc ul ated trave l t im es between p oin ts on t h e s urf ace of the co re. 
Phases used 
a) b) 
e 
a) J b) 
degr. I degr. 
SJUJ SeS I 18 ~~ 79 40 Yz I 
I 
1!) 84 40 ~~ 
20 96 37 Yz 
I 22 106 33 
! 25 114 28 
30 120 23% 
46 130 14 % 
93 155 7 
P' PeP 25 180 106 
P' PeP 2!) 142 57 
55 148 24 
65 153 19 
100 157 12 
200 166 6 
CXJ 180 0 
SKP PeS 28 132 44 
32 136 34 
.JA 142 22 ~~ 
PK J\P PeP 40 263 34 
37 I 257 38 
I 32 I 247 47;~ 
SKKS ScS II 18 ~~? I 14 ±0' ~ 
I t I 
! . a) I . b) IJ 
1 rnm.: sec. mm.:sec. l 
22:25? 17:40 
22:51 17:40 
23:57 11:23 
24:49 16:51 
25:28 16:32 
25:51 16:14 
26: 18? 15:48 
27:00? 15:34 
22:15 14: 13 
1!):21 10:44 
19:45 8:58 
19:53 8:47 
19:58 8: 37 
20:05 8 :33 
20:09 8:33 
22:47 13:46 
22:.54 13:07 
23:15 12:30 
30:24 9:26 
30:06 9:37 I 29,33 10:09 
I 22 : 16 ]/:40 
e 
in core 
dcgr. jmin.: sec. 
38 1 i 4:45? 
43% ;) : 11 
58% 6 :43 
73 7:52 
86 8:56 
96% 9:37 
1 !;") ~~ 10:30 ? 
148 11: 26? 
74 8:02 
85 8:43 
124 10: 47 
134 11 :06 
145 11:21 
160 11:32 
180 11: 36 
88 !1:01 
102 9:47 
119 ~~ 10:45 
ll4 Yz 10:29 
109 ~~ 10:14 
100 !) :42 
17? 2 : 18? 
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We ha;-e extended this method by applying it to other pairs of 
observed phases. (This has also been done by JEFFRE>·s; private com-
munication.) ::\one of these give good points for verY small values 
of e, but they suppk additional points at various distances so that 
finally the curve is well determined for a large range. The results are 
presented in table 23. 
The relation of P' or P2' to PeP, or of SK Pto SeP, is plainly the same 
as t hat of SKS to SeS. Subtracting corresponding times and distances 
in the case of P J(f{ P and PeP, or of SKKS and SeS, yields double 
the t imes and distances for the core. There are other possible com- . 
Table 24. 
Adopted t r avel time s t b et we e n points on t h e s urf ace of the 
core, a nd re cipr oca l s 1 / v of t h e a pp a r e nt ve l o city. 
f) I t I 1 (v I f) I t I 1 ;:v I f) I t I l ;v 
cleg r. min. : sec. scc./ km. clcg r. min.:sec. sec.fkm. clegr. min.: sec. scc.fkm. 
2 0: 16 0.133 56 6 :23 0.095 no I 10: 16 0.044 
4 0:32 133 58 6 :34 93 112 10 :21 43 
(j 0:48 133 60 (j: .j,;) 92 114 10:26 41 
8 l :04 132 62 6 :56 91 ]l(i 10 :31 40 
10 1:19 130 64 7:07 90 11 8. 10: :36 39 
12 1:35 129 66 7 : 18 89 120 10:40 38 
14 1:50 128 68 'i :29 88 122 10 :4:) 37 
16 2 :05 127 70 7 :39 86 12-i 10:49 36 
18 2 :20 125 72 7:49 8-i 126 10:5:3 35 
20 2:35 122 74 7:59 83 128 10:5 7 33 
22 2 :49 120 76 8 :09 I 82 130 11 :01 30 
24 3 :0-i 117 78 8 : 1\) I 81 132 11 :04 'r 
- I 
26 3: 18 116 so 8:28 
I 
79 134 11:07 2.5 
28 3:32 115 82 8 :37 76 136 11:09 23 
30 3: -i5 11 3 84 8 :46 73 138 ll: 12 21 
32 3 :58 111 86 8 ::34 70 140 11:15 19 
34 4 : ll 108 88 9:03 68 142 11: 17 18 
36 4: 24 106 90 9 : 11 66 144 11: 19 17 
38 4 :37 104 92 9: 18 64 146 11:21 16 
40 4:40 102 94 9 :26 62 148 11:23 15 
42 ;j : 01 100 96 9:33 60 150 11:25 15 
44 5 : 13 100 98 9:40 58 152 11:26 14 
46 5 :25 098 100 9 :47 56 154 11:28 14 
48 5 :37 098 102 9:53 53 156 11: 2D 13 
50 5 :49 097 104 9 :59 51 158 ll: 31 
I 
12 
52 6:00 097 106 10:05 49 160 ll : 32 12 
54 G: 12 09 () lOS 10:11 46 180 l]: 36 00 
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binations, but t hese do not yield accurate results. It should be observed 
that the results from different combinations in Table 23 agree verv 
well with each other; the entire set of points defines a Yery smooth 
curve, which is given in tabular form as Table 24 . l'nfortunately, no 
points are available to define the curve for the shortest distances : but 
the range of reasonable possibil ities is rather limited. l'sing the values 
of 1 fv in the same table, the velocity as a function of depth has been 
calculated, and is given in Table 25 . The same results are plotted in 
Figure 16. Th e beginning and end of the curve are uncertain by about 
haH a kilometer per second; this is indicated by the dotted lines in 
the figure. Allowing for this, the whole curve for the core can be rep-
resented closely by t he linear relation v = 12.1:3 - 0.001:21 r . On the 
other hand, the travel time curn ven· clearl:· indicates that such a 
Table 25. 
Vcl oc i ty v of wa vcs in the co r e as a fun ct ion of r8 and of d = r0 -r8, 
n,nd co rr es pondin g a ngular distances f) at t h e s urfa ce of t h e co r e. 
f) rs d f 
degrees km. km. km .j sec. 
0 344G 2920 J ~ ~-8 
30 3200 3170 8.3 
41 3010 3350 8 -.I 
GO 2810 3550 8.0 
75 2.550 :3820 9.0 
!)0 2130 4240 !).;) 
105 1G80 4G00 10.0 
120 1350 ;)010 10.:) 
150 580 5800 lJ.;) 
180 0 G370 12 
linear variation with depth cannot be exact, as the observational diver-
gences are outside the limits of error. Moreover, for physical reasons , 
one would expect the correct curve for Fig. 16 to have a horizontal 
tangent for the center of the earth. The observations give no light on 
t his, as even the uncertainty indicated by the dotted line in the figure 
corresponds to differences in the travel times of less than one second. 
It is very satisfactory that the velocity distribution found b:· this 
new method agrees very well with those found in pre,·ious investigations. 
The agreement is especially close v.>i.th the recent results of \L\DATI 
and lVIASCDA41), who have used differences of SIUS and ScS to fix certain 
points. 
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From the result already given the travel times for P', P2', P]{S, 
SH.S, and PKKP, have been calculated. These are given in Table 26. 
In general th ese t imes agree very closely with t he observations, except 
in the neighborhood of t he focal points. The distance of the focal point 
in each case is correctly given by the minimum of the travel time ; but 
t his calculated time is later than that observed at the focal point by 
about 10 seconds for P', 7 seconds for P]{S, and 20 seconds for PK]{P. 
It is noteworthy that t his discrepancy for PK]{P is about double 
that for P'. I t is too large to be accounted for by any reasonable change 
in the velocity distribution . For SHS, which has no focus, t he obser-
vations are everywhere within five seconds of t he calculated times. 
The effect is presumably connected with the large concentration of 
energy near t he focal points, wh ich may result in earlier observations. 
For PIUU3 the observations are not good enough for comparison 
with t he calculated t imes, which serve only to establish t hat this phase 
is recorded. 
The observations of 81(1(8 are about 1 / 4 minute earlier t han the 
calculated values, where th is companson is possible. 
Table 26. 
Ca l cul ated a rri va l t im es for co r e w aves at t h e s urfa ce 
of t h e ea rth. 
Distance 
degrees 
160 Y:! 
151 
147 
141~~ 
146 
151 
166 
84 
D1 
98 
103% 
llO Yz 
115 
119% 
123 1 2 
126 
t P' 
min . :sec. 
20:44 
20 :07 
19:54 
19: 36 
19:44 
If):;')! 
20:06 
tSKS 
22:48 
23:33 
24 :11 
24 :43 
25:11 
25:30 
25:4!) 
26 :02 
26:08 
129 26:1 :3 
Distance 
degrees 
136 
133 
132 
133 
134 
136 
73 ~! 
11 9 
116 
112 ~2 
103 Yz 
96 
8!) 
t SK P 
min. :sec. 
23:00 
22:47 
22:45 
22:50 
22 :51 
22 : 55 
tPKKP 
29 :38 
29: 1/ 
29:33 
29:40 
30:06 
30 :21 
30 :34 
Distance 
degrees 
138 
134 
130 
126 
121 
124 
141 
158 
173 ~2 
169 1, ~ 
161 % 
155 
149 
t P KKS 
min . :sec. 
31:54 
32:12 
32:28 
32:38 
32 :5.5 
tSII.K S 
27 :37 
29:22 
30:57 
32:23 
33 :39 
34:13 
34:40 
3.5 :07 
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XIII. Calculated a11d observed travel times; additional data. 
Comparison of observations of PP, P' P' , and SS with t imes cal-
culated from the observations of P, P' , and S will be found in the 
first paper (section X, p. 95: section XII , p. 97 ; section XV, p. 107) . 
In the present paper we have already compared the times cal-
culated from the velocit:· distribution with t hose observed for P , S, 
PeP, SeS, PeS (section XI) and for P', SKP, SKS, PKKP, SJ(f{S 
(section XII). 
Travel t imes for PS and PPS cannot be calculated wit h any 
great precision, as the result depends on a correspondence between the 
apparent surface velocities of P and S, both of which change very 
slowly at certain distances. Theoretically PS and P PS branch from 
S at about 50 °. 
Observations of PS begin at about 70 ° (Table 14, first paper; 
there are a few doubtful observations at shorter dist ances), with times 
12 to 14 seconds later than those· calculated. Observations t hen approach 
t he calculated t imes, and agree fa irh· well abo ut 110° to 115°. At larger 
distances t he observed PS (Ko. 2) is again late - about 20 sec. at 
120 ° and about 30 sec. at 130 °. 
Comparison of observed with calculat ed P PS is still more un-
certain , because of multiplicity in both PS and P PS, t he possibility 
of P P PS, etc. At distances under 100 o t he observations agree with 
the calculated times to within 0.3 minute ; at large distances t he observed 
values are up to half a minute late . It should be noticed that the t imes 
given in the first paper for these large distances are not t he earliest 
observed, but simply t he mean values of scattered points. 
SKSP is well observed beyond 130 °. The values calculated from 
the velocities agree with these observations within 1 f 4 minute. 
S KPP' is well observed only in deep-focus shocks. For normal 
shocks we calculate a focus at abo ut 86 °, with a time of 42.4m. 
In section XXVI of t he first paper we have discussed the group 
of more complicated waves reflected from t he outer surface of the core, 
and have made some comparisons with observation. The most impor-
tant waves of this type are SeSP, SeSP' , PePP' , and SeSScS. 
It was ment ioned in the first paper (p. 122) that calculation for 
ScSP is very uncertain, t he results being extremely sensit ive to small 
changes in t he data . \\,- ith t he new velocit ies we find a focal point at 
ll 3 °, 29111 l6s; this replaces the values 77 °, 25m, given in the first paper. 
This agrees very well with the values 111 °, 28m 578 , given by JEFFREYS 
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in mimeographed seismic transmission times recently (1935) issued in 
extension of the work of J EFFREYS and B"CLLE::\'44). \Ve are indebted to 
Dr. JEFFREYS for calling our attention to the circumstance. It follows 
t hat t he observations attributed t o ScSP in the first paper refer either 
to diffracted waves, or to late members of t he PS group. 
The focal point of ScS P' is of interest, as it falls in t he range of 
distances and t imes where S' has been suspected. We no1v find it at 
1581 / 2 °, 35m 285 • JEFFREYS (1935) gives 159 °, 35"' 26.55 • 
The corresponding point for PeP P' is now found at 169 °, 28m 355. 
The t imes for S cSScS are easily calculated from those for ScS. In the 
range of best observations, about 100 °, the calculated times agree 
IYithin a. few seconds. 
There are no furt her phases which are at present well enough 
observed to check against calculations; and as the agreement in all 
available cases is now within the limits of observational error, it is not 
likely that any considerable changes in the travel t ime tabulations or 
in the velocities will be necessary in the future. 
XIV. POISSO:\''s Ratio. 
It is of some interest to calculat e PoiSSON ' s ratio u for vanous 
depths in the mantle. u is given by t he formula 
1 1 
G = 2 - 2 rc~ )2- 11 ,(25) 
where V is the Yelocit y of longit udinal IYaves, a.ncl v that of transverse 
waves. Using the velocit ies given in tables 18 and 22, the resu lts are 
as follows : 
Depth 
G . .. 
Table 27. 
Polsso:K·s R.at i o a as fun ct i o n of d ept h. 
50 :'iOO 1000 1500 2000 2500 
.28 .29 .26 .28 .28 .30 
R ef e r ences. 
2900 km. 
.30 
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